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 This dissertation is a study on the integration of Chinese traditional musical 
elements in Western-style compositions for the violin by contemporary Chinese 
composers. As background, the development of musical synthesis in Chinese New Music 
since the 1930s is reviewed, and essential aspects of the musical language and aesthetics 
of Chinese Traditional Music are surveyed. Through detailed analyses of three 
representative compositions by contemporary composers Ma Sicong (1912–1987), Chen 
Yi (b. 1953), and Bright Sheng (b. 1955), their different approaches to the synthesis of 
Chinese traditional and Western musical styles are examined. Historical context is 
provided in biographical information about the three composers, including their 
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 The violin found its way into China through European missionaries in the late 
seventeenth century.1 Since the early twentieth century, Chinese composers have started 
to write in the language of Western art music for the violin while applying and 
incorporating Chinese aesthetic concepts and musical material.2 As a melodic instrument, 
the violin possesses an inherent affinity to the “linear” way of thinking in Chinese 
traditional music that is melody-centric, horizontal, and monophonic/heterophonic. As 
cross-cultural musical synthesis often drives musical innovation, many composers of 
Chinese origin have contributed works to the contemporary violin repertoire, inspired by 
the sounds and aesthetics of Chinese traditional instruments and musical styles.  
 This dissertation is a study on the integration of Chinese traditional musical 
elements in Western-style compositions for the violin by contemporary Chinese 
composers. Through detailed analyses of three representative compositions by 
contemporary composers Ma Sicong (1912-1987), Chen Yi (b. 1953), and Bright Sheng 
(b. 1955), different approaches to the synthesis of Chinese traditional and Western 
musical styles are examined. Historical context is provided in biographical information 
about the three composers, including their educational background, musical influences, 
and compositional styles.  
 
1 Qian Renping, Zhonggguo Xiaotiqin Yinyue 中国小提琴音乐 [Chinese Violin Music], (Changsha: Hunan 
Literature and Art Publishing House, 2001): 20. 
2 The very first documented “Chinese violin music” was the unaccompanied Xinglu Nan 行路难 [Difficult 
Road] written by the well-known Chinese geologist and amateur violinist Li Siguang 李四光 (1889-1971). 
Another early work is Violin Sonata in d minor by Xian Xinghai, written in Paris in 1934. Ma Sicong was 
the first composer to write Chinese-flavored violin music in a systematic fashion.  
 
2 
 In this document, Chapter One overviews relevant background information in 
both Chinese New Music and Chinese Traditional Music. Chapter Two discusses the 
composer Ma Sicong and his work Inner Mongolia Suite for violin and piano (1937). 
Chapter Three introduces the composer Chen Yi and her work Romance and Dance for 
violin and piano (2001). Chapter Four presents the composer Bright Sheng and his work 
Three Fantasies for violin and piano (2006). Comparisons and Reflections of their 
approaches to the integration of Chinese musical elements are discussed in the 
Conclusion.  
 Throughout the text Pinyin spellings and simplified Chinese characters are used. 
For Chinese personal names, the Chinese practice of placing family name first is retained, 
such as in the case of the composers Ma Sicong (family name Ma) and Chen Yi (family 
name Chen). The composers are referred to by their family names in the subsequent 




CHAPTER ONE: CHINESE MUSIC, NEW AND OLD 
 The Chinese ideograph for “music” is yue (樂). This same character is also 
pronounced le (happiness or enjoyment). The double reading of the character as le (joy) 
and yue (music) is not just a linguistic issue; its double meanings offer an inherent 
connection between music and pleasure, traditionally utilized to make music serve certain 
ideologies. The etymologically related yue/le references extrinsically to sensuality and 
intrinsically to all forms of arts. The sensuous associates of yue (music) were established 
as early as the Zhou dynasty, in the first millennium BCE. As to yue referring to the 
“arts,” music was traditionally one of the four fundamental societal functions along with 
rituals (礼 li), law (刑 xing), and politics (政 zheng). Every Chinese feudal state, dynasty, 
and republic had an official music organization (bureau of music).3 This traditional 
establishment of governmental music organizations reflects the importance of music in 
Chinese society.  
 What is identified as “Chinese music” has been through many changes in the 
complex history of China. What is known in broad terms as Chinese culture is essentially 
a continuous process of sinicization and incorporation of alien cultural elements. On a 
smaller scale, the musico-cultural dynamic process is a consequence of the interaction of 
the yayue 雅乐 [official, refined] and suyue 俗乐 [vernacular, folk] musical styles. Many 
polar opposites inform each other in a cyclic manner, in urban/rural, religious/secular, 
 
3 For example, the Office of the Grand Music Master (dasiyue 大司乐) in the Zhou dynasty; the “Music 
bureau” (Yuefu 乐府) in the Han dynasty; until the present-day Minister of Culture in the People’s Republic 
of China.  
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and vocal/instrumental forms. Most of China’s musical instruments, including the most 
popular erhu 二胡 (two-stringed fiddle) and pipa 琵琶 (plucked lute), were imports from 
foreign countries. Composer Chou Wen-chung regards the rich cultural interactions 
among ethnic groups who inhabit China and peoples who have come into contact with the 
Chinese culture as “symbolic of the vitality and changeability of the evolving aesthetics 
of East Asian music.” 4 
 New Music composed by Chinese musicians in European musical idioms, has 
only coexisted with traditional Chinese music since the 1930s. After a century of 
development, New Music has gradually become part of the mainstream, just as other 
foreign music and musical instruments were assimilated into the Chinese musical culture 
in the past. With an increasing understanding of both traditions, Chinese composers today 
strive to achieve an organic synthesis of Chinese and Western elements in their music. 
This chapter traces the development of the musical synthesis in the New Music of 
modern China and surveys elements of Chinese Traditional Music, including relevant 
aspects of the musical language and aesthetics. 
  
 
4 Chou, Wen-chung, “Asian Esthetics and World Music,” in New Music in the Orient: Essays on 




1.1 New Music  
No longer is the term "Chinese music" reserved for indigenous Chinese 
traditions. It now also describes a different type of music which emerged under 
Western influence.  
--Barbara Mittler5  
Musicologist Liu Ching-chih defines "New Music" in China as composed by 
Chinese musicians using European compositional techniques and musical idioms.6 After 
the onset of the New Culture Movement in 1919, Western music became commonplace 
in Chinese cities, especially among the cultural elite. The subsequent return of Chinese 
intellectuals from studying abroad, the founding of Western music programs at various 
universities in Beijing and Shanghai, and the establishment of the National Conservatory 
of Music in Shanghai in 1927 contributed to a large-scale musical Westernization, 
regarded by Chinese intellectuals as a route to modernity, an attitude continuing to 
today.7 Since the 1930s, Western music, also known as "New Music," has coexisted with 
traditional Chinese music. In 1949, the establishment of the People's Republic of China 
set forth many new government-initiated and politically motivated artistic activities and 
genres. After the Cultural Revolution (1966–76) and the introduction of open-door 
policies during the early 1980s, the emergence of a global economy facilitated the 
practice of Western music within the PRC. The historical interactions between peoples, 
contexts, and perceptions have since become the foundation of New Music and continue 
 
5 Barbara Mittler, Dangerous Tunes: The Politics of Chinese Music in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the 
People’s Republic of China since 1949 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1997), 8. 
6 Liu Ching-chih, A Critical History of New Music in China, tran. Caroline Mason (Hong Kong: Chinese 
University Press, 2010), 3. 
7 Hon-Lun Yang, “The Shanghai Conservatory, Chinese Musical Life, and the Russian Diaspora: 1927–
1949,” in Twentieth-Century China 37, no. 1 (2012): 73– 95. 
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to be reinterpreted in the current global age. Today, modern Chinese composers produce 
nationally flavored compositions in diverse styles that appeal to a global audience.  
1.1.1 Westernization = Modernization 
 
The historical chapter of Chinese modernisation was ushered in not by China 
herself, but by the military threat of the Western imperialists, and this fact 
determined that, from the moment it began, the modernisation of China was 
something passively acquired.  
-- Bao Zunxin8 
 Imperial China was a self-confident center of politics and culture. European music 
was first brought to China by Christian missionaries in the eighth century CE during the 
Tang dynasty (618-907 CE), though it left little impact.9 During the thirteenth century 
CE, Marco Polo served sixteen years at the Yuan court, and later introduced Chinese 
music to Europe. One significant phase of East-West exchange took place during the 
sixteenth century, as a result of European missionaries settling in southern China to 
spread Christianity.10 In the seventeenth century, Western music and musical practices 
were introduced to the Chinese imperial court through missionaries who served as 
government officials, among them the Jesuit priest Matteo Ricci (1552–1610).11 Even 
 
8 Bao Zunxin, “Weiwanchengde ‘niepan’ – dui ‘wusi’ de fansi 未完成的‘涅槃’–对‘五四’的反思 
[The Incomplete ‘Nirvana’: A Reflection on the ‘May Fourth Movement’].” Ta Kung Pao, May and June, 
1987. 
9 The Tang dynasty (618–907) was supposedly a period of metropolitan culture, during which Chinese art 
and music was touched by many foreign elements. 
10 The first Jesuit to reach China was Francis Zavier, landing on a small Chinese island in 1552 but was not 
allowed onto the mainland. Other Jesuits settled in what is known today as Macau. See Zhang Hailin, 
Jindai zhongwai wenhua jiaoliu shi 近代中外文化交流史 [A Modern History of Cultural Exchanges 
between China and Other Countries] (Nanjing: Nanjing University Press, 2003), 15. 
11 Matteo Ricci was appointed an imperial official in charge of astronomy; his successors included Adam 
Schall and Ferdinand Verbiest. Later, Philip Grimaldi and Thomas Pereira served Emperor Kangxi’s court. 
In addition to music, these missionaries introduced China to Western notions of astronomy and the 




though these musical encounters were mutually influential, the consequences remained 
abstract and theoretical.  
 The adoption of European music did not take root as a practice in China until the 
turn of the twentieth century, when China reluctantly opened her doors amidst European 
military threats. The Opium Wars of the mid-nineteenth century and the First Sino-
Japanese War (1894-95) had thoroughly demoralized Chinese intellectuals. In the 
political turmoil, these intellectuals questioned China’s own value system and concluded 
that Western knowledge must be used to recalibrate the backwardness in Chinese culture; 
in other words, modernization meant westernization. Many Chinese viewed European 
music as an embodiment of modernity, symbolizing progress, optimism, and prestige. 
The Western focus on musical precision and standardization by means of a written score 
prompted Chinese musicians to demand changes in their own practices. Perceived as 
backward, Chinese music was “reformed” in the Western style, in the quest for 
modernity.  
 After treaty ports12 were established by Western nations as a result of military 
defeats, Western music gradually entered Chinese society. Military bands and small 
orchestral ensembles emerged in major cities during the early twentieth century.13 The 
 
philosophy and logic, architecture, and painting. See Zhang, Jindai zhongwai wenhua jiaoliu shi, 27–34. 
12 Treaty ports (商埠) were Chinese port cities that were opened to foreign trade as a result of Britain’s 
victory over China at the end of the First Opium War and of China’s military defeats by other Western 
nations during the decades that followed. The Treaty of Nanjing, signed in 1842 after the First Opium War 
between Britain and China, began China’s “treaty century,” during which “China was placed against her 
will in a weaker position, open to the inroads of Western commerce and its attendant culture.” John K. 
Fairbank and Merle Goldman, China: A New History, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2006), 201.  
13 Sir Robert Hart (1835-1911) set up the first Western-style brass band in the 1880s, see Han Guohuang, 




earliest mixing of musical idioms was done by superimposing Chinese melodies onto the 
Western tonic-dominant harmony, playing them on instruments such as the piano, paddle 
organ, and violin.14 Just as the brass military bands emerged out of the perceived 
necessity to modernize the Chinese military, the schoolsong (学堂乐歌) arose from the 
desire to reform the music education system. Japanese trained educators Zeng Zhimin, 
Shen Xin’rong, and Li Shutong created a large number of schoolsongs, with homophonic 
texture and vertical harmony, for the new European-style schools (Example 1.1). 
 
Example 1.1. The schoolsong Song Bie (送别, "Farewell Song") by Li Shutong. 
 Setting Chinese lyrics to Western and Japanese tunes, the schoolsong later greatly 
influenced the anti-Japnese national salvation singing movements in the 1930s and 1940s, 
and the Communist mass song campaigns in the 1940s and 1950s. During the anti-
Japanese salvation singing movement, New Music inevitably developed in a one-sided 
manner, as the entire music community was mobilized to write anti-Japanese songs in 
 
Orchestra],“ Music Research 57, no. 2 (1990): 43–53. Shanghai Municipal Orchestra was founded as a 
brass band also in the 1880s, see Hon-Lun Yang, “From Colonial Modernity to Global Identity,” in China 
and the West: Music, Representation, and Reception, ed. Yang Hon-Lun, Michael Saffle (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2017): 49-64.  
14 Frederick Lau, “Fusion or Fission: The Paradox and Politics of Contemporary Chinese Avant-Garde 
Music,” in Locating East Asia in Western Art Music, ed. Yayoi Uno Everett, Frederick Lau (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2004), 26. 
 
9 
order to unite the vast population.15 If the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937–1945) had 
any positive effects on New Music, it would be that these songs in binary and ternary 
forms spread throughout China. It also helped to popularize the musical form of the 
Schubertian art song, exemplified in the vocal music of Zhao Yuanren and Huang Zi 
(Example 1.2). 
 
Example 1.2. Busuanzi [To the tune of Busuanzi] by Huang Zi.16  
The foundations for the development of New Music in China were laid in the 18 
years between the May Fourth movement of 1919 and the start of the Second Sino-
Japanese War in 1937. During this time, the Institute of Music at Peking University and 
the National Conservatory of Music began to undertake New Music education, training 
the first generation of Chinese performers, composers, and theorists of Western music.17 
 
15 The anti-Japanese national salvation singing movement was launched in the wake of the September 18 
Incident of 1931, and lasted until the surrender of Japan in August 1945.  
16 Source: Liu, A Critical History of New Music, 132. 
17 Liu, A Critical History of New Music, 607. 
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Partly modeled on the Leipzig Conservatory, The Shanghai Conservatory was established 
in 1927, featuring a number of Russian faculty who graduated from the St. Petersburg 
Conservatory. Early compositional experiments in Chinese-Western stylistic fusion took 
place in semi-colonial Shanghai from the 1920s to the 1940s, involving works by 
German-Jewish and Russian composers such as Wolfgang Fraenkel and Aaron 
Avshalomov. These works greatly influenced later Chinese composers such as Nie Er 
(1912–35), Xian Xinghai (1905–45), and Ding Shande (1911–95).18 
 In the first half of the 20th century, New Music composed in China was 
predominantly vocal with a strong impetus from music education. Zeng Zhimin, Shen 
Xin’gong, and Li Shutong were the first generation of music educators; Xiao Youmei and 
Huang Zi were considered to be the second generation. They wrote mainly vocal music 
for the purpose of music education, and were thus generally referred to as song-writers 
instead of composers. In the mid to late 1930s and the 1940s, Xian Xinghai and Ma 
Sicong returned from their training in France, and started composing instrumental and 
orchestral works in addition to vocal music. They were considered the first Chinese 
composers, as opposed to songwriters, since their large-scale works required specific 
compositional techniques. One of the works analyzed in this study, Inner Mongolia Suite 
(1937) by Ma Sicong, represents the early compositional developments at the time.  
1.1.2 Serving the People 
The purpose of our meeting today is precisely to ensure that literature and art 
fit well into the whole revolutionary machine as a component part, that they 
 
18 See Christian Utz, “Cultural Accommodation and Exchange in the Refugee Experience: A German-
Jewish Musician in Shanghai,” Ethnomusicology Forum 13, no. 1 (2004): 120. 
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operate as powerful weapons for uniting and educating the people and for 
attacking and destroying the enemy, and that they help the people fight the 
enemy with one heart and one mind. 
-- Mao Zedong19 
 In the 1950s, New Music was reaching a wider and more appreciative audience. 
Composers like He Luding, Qu Wei, and Ding Shande experimented with new 
combinations of Chinese and Western instruments in orchestration, ideas that would be 
taken further in the experimental New Wave music of the 1980s. However, in terms of 
musical synthesis, folk melodies were incorporated in these “national” compositions only 
superficially. These compositions often featured predominantly pentatonic melodies; 
however, folk music elements such as vocal timbre, microtones, and free rhythms were 
deliberately disregarded as they were considered to be “uncivilized and rough.”20 In the 
violin repertoire, still heard today is the popular Butterfly Lovers Concerto, which 
exemplified "pentatonic romanticism" termed by German sinologist Barbara Mittler, 
where elements from Chinese folk music are fitted into a framework of functional 
harmony reminiscent of Western romantic music.21  
Composed by Chen Gang and He Zhanhao in 1958, the Butterfly Lovers Concerto 
incorporated traditional Chinese instrument playing styles, the solo violin passages 
deriving from the regional Yueju (粤剧) opera and erhu music. The pentatonic scale is 
prominently featured throughout the piece, with a romantic harmonic language and dense 
orchestration (Example 1.3). 
 
19 Mao Zedong, “Talks at the Yan'an Forum on Literature and Art (May 1942),” in Selected Works of Mao 
Tse-tung (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1965), 3:70. 
20 Frank Kouwenhoven, “Mainland China’s New Music (1): Out of the Desert,” Chime 2 (1990): 63. 




Example 1.3. Chen Gang and He Zhanhao, Butterfly Lovers Concerto, mm. 39-41. 
 Outside of the realm of music, politics became all-powerful in communist China, 
where daily life continued to be a war of classes. Ever since Mao’s seminal Talks at the 
Yan’an Forum in 1942, the communist literature and arts policy loomed over all artistic 
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creations.22 To convey towering images of the Communist leadership and their 
construction of a new China, many large-scale compositions featured spectacular sounds 
yet were devoid of substance. This ideologically-driven approach to music is taken to an 
extreme in the notorious “model operas” (yangbanxi 样板戏) of the Cultural Revolution 
era, monopolizing every stage for an entire decade.23 All musical production and 
performance were strictly mandated to follow the framework set by the eight model 
operas, advocated and supervised by Mao's ultra-leftist wife Jiang Qing.24 These model 
operas featured stories depicting the Chinese people's epic struggles under the decisive 
leadership of Mao Zedong, who will lead everyone to the final victory of socialism in 
China. Performed in schools, factories, and fields alike, the omnipresent model operas 
brought together disparate audiences and listeners through live performances as well as 
loudspeakers, radio broadcasts, and films. Even instrumental teaching was largely based 
on melodies from the model operas.   
 The music for model operas was created collaboratively by large numbers of 
highly regarded musicians, including singers and instrumentalists associated with the 
 
22 Political viewpoints influenced the evaluation of composers, as opposed to evaluation based on aesthetic 
conceptions and techniques, as in European music history. In the Mainland, evaluation is based above all 
on whether or not the composer served “the people”. However, since only the Communist Party can 
represent the people, therefore to serve the people is to serve the Communist Party. As a result, composers 
who are loyal to the Communist Party are historically valuable, their works historically valuable works. 
Mao presented this ultimate principle in his 1942 Talks at the Yan’an Forum.  
23 The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution was launched by Mao Zedong in 1966 and ended with his 
death in 1976. Powerfully influenced by Mao’s 1942 Talks, the revolution fostered a political climate in 
which all literature and art had to serve Mao’s “proletarian command.”  
24 In 2003, Bright Sheng wrote an opera in two acts about Jiang Qing, centered on two elements: repression 
and revenge. The opera Madame Mao depicts how Jiang Qing transforms from a naive young actress, who 
truly loved and idolized Mao and his communist ideals, to an evil driven and vengeful murderer, her 
unrequited love turning into ill-willed political retaliation against all. Bright Sheng, Program notes for 
Madame Mao (2003). http://www.brightsheng.com/programnotes/Madammao.html.  
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Beijing opera, scholars and practitioners of folk genres, and composers versed in 
nineteenth-century European music traditions. The results combined carefully selected 
Beijing opera singers, mixed percussion ensembles, melodic ensembles featuring three 
Chinese melodic instruments, the jinghu, jing’erhu, and yueqin, 25 along with full-scale 
Western orchestras. In terms of musical synthesis, musicologist Nancy Yunhwa Rao 
argues that the fusion of Western symphonic practices with Beijing opera traditions 
allowed Chinese percussion instruments to play unprecedented roles in symphonic 
scores, therefore engendering a new sense of sonority and rhythm driven by traditional 
percussion instruments.26 The approach to cultural synthesis in model operas continued to 
resonate long after the Cultural Revolution, exerting an immense impact on a generation 
of New Wave Chinese composers, whose distinctively modern works were paradoxically 
shaped by the musical canon of the Cultural Revolution years.27  
 
25 The two bowed chordophones (jinghu 京胡 and jing’erhu 京二胡) and the round-bodied “moon lute” 
(yueqin 月琴) are three main melodic instruments in Beijing opera music.  
26 Nancy Yunhwa Rao, “Chinese Opera Percussion from Model Opera to Tan Dun,” in China and the West: 
Music, Representation, and Reception, ed. Yang Hon-Lun, Michael Saffle (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 2017): 166, 170. 




Example 1.4. The model opera Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy.28 
 
28 Chief of staff Shao’s song “Shi ba fandongpai yisaoguang 誓把反动派一扫光[Vowing to wipe out all 





1.1.3 The New Wave 
Let the different traditions intermingle to bring forth a new mainstream that 
will integrate all musical concepts and practices into a vast expanse of musical 
currents. But let us also make sure that each individual culture will preserve its 
own uniqueness, its own poetry. 
-- Chou Wen-Chung29 
 Once the Cultural Revolution ended, New Music went to the opposite extreme. As 
a result of the open market economy, China gradually experienced a more relaxed 
attitude toward the arts, the artistic landscape shifting from socialist realism to 
experimental and provocative. In the early 1980s, a group of young avant-garde 
composers suddenly rose to international attention and created works that broke free of 
the traditional form, content, and aesthetic concepts used by the older generations of 
composers. Among these were Qu Xiaosong’s Mong Dong, Ye Xiaogang’s Xi jiang yue 
[Moon over West River], Tan Dun’s Feng, ya, song [Airs, odes, hymns], Chen Yi’s Duo 
ye (Example 1.5), Guo Wenjing’s Ba and Zhou Long’s Qin qu [Song of the qin]. By the 
mid-1980s, music historians and musicologists referred to these composers and their 
works as a “New Wave” (xinchao 新潮), a term containing both positive and negative 
connotations. According to Frederick Lau, their compositional style is a deliberate 
departure from an overt use of Chinese melody and Western diatonic harmony. Instead, 
the emphasis is on manipulating rhythms, timbres, and textures commonly found in 
Chinese music.30 
 
Source: Liu, A Critical History of New Music, 397-398. 
29 Chou Wen-chung, “Asian and Western Music: Influence or Confluence?” Asian Culture Quarterly 5, 
1977: 66. 




Example 1.5. Chen Yi, Duo Ye, piano solo.31 
 Alex Ross of the New Yorker refers to the New Wave composers as “children of 
the Cultural Revolution.”32 In Mao Zedong’s 1942 Talks, he compelled the artist-
 
31 Source: Liu, A Critical History of New Music, 522. 
32 Alex Ross, The Rest Is Noise (New York: Picador, 2008), 518. 
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intellectuals to denounce their bourgeois and elitist behaviors and instead go to the 
peasants to study their local culture. During the Cultural Revolution, all regular education 
came to a halt. The most promising youths of China’s urban middle class were forced to 
work heavy labor in remote rural areas. However, the young New Wave composers were 
deeply influenced by their experiences in the countryside, where they participated in 
revolutionary music ensembles, steeped in their own folk and traditional musical 
practice.33 As described by Dutch music researcher Frank Kouwenhoven: 
For the young composers, the whole situation was different: they detected, in 
the rough and powerful music of the Chinese countryside, a spirit that happily 
and genuinely infected many of them: the mountain cries of the peasants, the 
deep humming and bell ringing of Buddhist worshippers, the battering on gongs 
and drums in village bands, the intricate rhythms hidden beneath the deafening 
surface of that music, the special vocal colours of southern dialects, the vocal 
acrobatics of Sichuan opera. All of these were possibilities to embroider on and 
all together seemed to offer the basis for a new musical language. It was only 
the Chinese avant-garde of the 1980s that began to take a more than superficial 
artistic interest in China’s folk music.34 
 
In 1978, two years after the Cultural Revolution, schools and universities finally 
reopened their doors. One hundred were able to enroll at the Central Conservatory in 
Beijing (out of seventeen thousand who applied), forming the iconic Class of 1978. In 
1980, the British composer Alexander Goehr visited China to teach modern Western 
music, bridging a gap of the whole twentieth century of Western musical innovation from 
 
33 During the Cultural Revolution, music was used for political propaganda purposes. There was a growing 
need for provincial ensembles to perform the model operas and revolutionary songs. By playing in such 
local propaganda groups, young people in the countryside could not only demonstrate their “correct” 
political views, but it also offered them an opportunity to get out of the predicament of heavy physical 
labor. In this way, many Chinese composers used their practical experiences with revolutionary music as a 
stepping stone to a professional musical career and an opportunity to experiment.  




Schoenberg to Messiaen. To the young composers, this overwhelming contrast with their 
previous cultural famine shocked them and unleashed in them an unprecedented creative 
flow. 
 More influential to the formation of their compositional styles was the visit of 
composer Chou Wen-chung, who greatly inspired them with his personal approach to an 
organic musical synthesis of Chinese and Western elements. In addition to traditional 
musical material, Chou finds his inspiration in general Chinese artistic principles and the 
traditional wenren 文人 (literati) intellectual values. A student and friend of Edgar 
Varèse, Chou found many Chinese aesthetic parallels to Varèsean concepts. For example, 
Chou considered the Varèsean concept of sound as a moving mass compatible with the 
principles in Chinese calligraphy, in the ideal of a controlled flow of ink, and the 
emphasis on spontaneity. Other compatible elements between Varèsean and Chinese 
principles found in Chou’s works include, “the elevation of unpitched percussive sound 
as a basis for compositions, the emphasis on timbral exploration, and the concept of the 
invertibility of intervallic patterns and the collection of intervallic cells.”35 Conceptual 
compatibility played an indispensable role in the process of Chou’s musical synthesis, 
which won him critical acclaim in both cultures. An example of the parallel with 
calligraphy brush strokes is shown in Example 1.6. 
 
35 Peter M. Chang, Chou Wen-Chung: The Life and Work of a Contemporary Chinese-Born American 




Example 1.6. Chou Wen-chung, String Quartet No. 1 “Clouds” mvt. 2, mm. 50-53.36 
 Most of the New Wave composers have developed a strong affinity for modern 
Western music and for traditional Chinese music at the same time. In the first half of the 
20th century, Chinese composers were not only kept from acquiring sufficient knowledge 
of Western harmony but they also lacked a theoretical framework for traditional music. 
Only since the 1980s, there began large-scale ethnomusicology research projects, and 
reassessments of the aesthetic qualities of folk music. The young Chinese composers 
began to employ instruments or sounds from Chinese traditional music in their 
compositions, striving to enrich the indigenous sounds with Western techniques. Working 
to overcome what Chou Wen-chung called “superficial orientalization,” the New Wave 
composers have developed a musical language drastically different from their 
predecessors and Western counterparts. However, their music aroused greater interest 
overseas than in mainland China, where the reception of their works was mixed. On one 
hand, composers like Tan Dun and Qu Xiaosong were viewed as cultural heroes, bringing 
 
36 Inexact forms of imitation between concurrent thematic entries as an aural correlate of “the two edges of 
a single brushstroke,” as shown by Chou’s calligraphy for the “wind” ideogram. In the musical excerpt, the 
triplet 32nd-note figures in first violin and viola move in inexact imitation against the tremolo-glissandi in 
the other two parts, simulating the effect of wind. Source: Yayoi Uno Everett, "Calligraphy and Musical 
Gestures in the Late Works of Chou Wen-chung," Contemporary Music Review 26, no. 5-6 (2007): 580. 
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China back on the international music stage; on the other hand, their achievements also 
drew sharp criticism, aesthetically for lack of form, empty gestures, and stylistic 
mimicry; and politically for lack of socialist fervor.  
 In the early 1980s, many New Wave composers left mainland China to study 
abroad. Professor Chou Wen-chung, who emigrated from China in 1946 and eventually 
became a music lecturer in the US, invited a number of composers to study at Columbia 
University, where he had established a Sino-American Arts Exchange Center in the late 
1970s. Today, most of the New Wave composers from mainland China have settled in the 
US, Europe, and other parts of the world. They have absorbed very different musical 
idioms, which they adapt in the light of their own Chinese heritage. The approach of the 
New Wave composers to using Chinese elements is found in suggestiveness and 
evocation rather than a superficial transplantation of material. Coupled with the use of 
atonality, their use of Eastern elements is subtle and not always obvious, even to those 
trained in Chinese music. They have pursued their own relationships to sound, 
instrumental technique, and underlying philosophy rather than making direct musical 
references to China.37 Two of the three pieces discussed in this dissertation, Romance and 
Dance (1999) by Chen Yi and Three Fantasies (2006) by Bright Sheng, represent the 
modern synthesis style of the New Wave composers.  
 
 
37 Lau, “Fusion or Fission,” 28. 
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1.2 Old Music 
 Archaeological evidence and written records indicate a continuous history of over 
seven thousand years of music in China. Far from a monolithic tradition, Chinese 
traditional music is more like many interrelated traditions. Some of these, such as court 
ritual music and the seven-string zither qin, maintain observable lines of continuity 
between the ancient and the present. Other traditions, such as the common-practice vocal 
and instrumental genres, have more recent histories with pronounced regional 
differences. Overall, Chinese music is unified by various pairs of yin and yang dynamics, 
including: the “refined” (yayue 雅乐) versus “vernacular” (yayue 俗乐) music, national 
versus regional developments, ethnically Han Chinese38 genres and practices versus non-
Han ones, and the common people’s creations versus the elite’s appropriation and 
remolding of them.39  
 This brief overview of Chinese Traditional Music surveys elements in the musical 
language and the aesthetics pertaining to the musical synthesis in Chinese New Music.  
1.2.1 Musical Language 
Scales and Modes 
 The theoretical pitch system of ancient China is a result of the interaction between 
two systems: 1) the lülü (律吕) system, with 12 chromatic pitches at fixed frequencies, 
 
38 The Han Chinese (汉族) are an East Asian ethnic group native to China. The name “Han” came from the 
Han dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE). In the People’s Republic of China (Mainland China), the estimated 1.4 
billion Han Chinese make up about 92% of the total population.  
39 Joseph S.C. Lam, “China, II, 1. General,” in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed. 
(2001), Vol. 5, 590. 
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based upon the principal pitch Huangzhong (黄钟, "yellow bell"); and 2) the five or 
seven relative tones (wusheng 五声 or qisheng 七声), the pentatonic (or heptatonic) 
modulating modal system. Treatises such as Guoyu 国语 [Conversations from the states] 
and Lüshi chunqiu 吕氏春秋 [Springs and autumns of Master Lü] from the late Warring 
States period (481-221 BCE), for example, describe the 12 standard fixed pitches (lü 律) 
produced through the circle of 5ths (sanfen sunyi 三分损益), constituting a complete 
octave, as well as the five and seven relative tones (wusheng, qisheng) that can be used to 
form different scales and keys. Each note of the five or seven relative tones can generate 
five pentatonic (or seven heptatonic) modes. Each mode may start on any of the twelve 
fixed pitches of the lülü system, resulting in a total of 60 possible pentatonic (or 84 
heptatonic) modes. 
Table 1.1. Chinese and Western pitch names.40 
 
 
40 Among these pitch names, only “Contemporary Western pitches” and “Traditional Chinese lülü notation” 
specify fixed pitches. Source: Table adapted from Joseph S.C. Lam, “China, II, 2. Antiquity to the Warring 




 The twelve chromatic pitches of the Lülü system can be derived from the 
principal pitch Huangzhong (黄钟, "yellow bell").41 In the method of generation through 
triple division (sanfen sunyi 三分损益), each subsequent pitch is obtained by dividing the 
bamboo pipe length of the previous pitch into three parts and alternately adding or 
subtracting one part to form the next pipe (Figure 1.1).42 A pipe shortened by 1/3 
produces a pitch a fifth higher; and lengthened by 1/3, a fourth lower. Identified by 12 bi-
syllabic terms (see Table 1.1), the 12 standard fixed pitches embody the Chinese pursuit 
of absolute and accurate pitch standards, serving not only musical needs but also those of 
practical and theoretical measurements and calculations.43 Throughout Chinese history, 
Chinese courts initiated numerous changes of pitch standards for musical and 
cosmological reasons.44  
 
41 The legendary origin of the twelve fundamental sounds goes back to Huang Di, the Yellow Emperor 
(2697 BCE). He ordered one of his courtiers to go to Mt. K’un-lun to make pitch-pipes out of bamboo: the 
six Yang pipes according to the voice of the male of the allegorical bird fenghuang 凤凰 (Phoenix), and the 
six Yin pipes, to the responding call of the female bird. Apart from the legend, an actual acoustical system 
is also attributed to Huang Di. 
42 There are two other methods of describing the calculation: the method of the eight ascending and sixth 
descending chromatic (shangxia xiangsheng 上下相生), and the method of an eighth chromatic progression 
(geba xiangsheng 隔八相生).  
43 Such as the system of weights and measures: The principal pitch, Huangzhong (yellow bell,) has a pipe 
length of 81 cun subdivided into 9 equal parts. To determine the unit of measure, the same length was taken 
and divided it into 10 equal parts, each composing 10 lines. To determine the unit of weights, the pipe 
huangzhong was filled with millet grains. The resultant 1,200 grains formed the weights to one yo or half-
ounce. Two yo made a liang; sixteen liang made one jin; four jin made one dan.  
44 Even though the traditional Chinese lülü system always refers to 12 fixed pitches, there actual pitch 





Figure 1.1. Pitch generation by triple division.45 
 
Figure 1.2. The Five tones. 
 
extensive revisions were introduced at court. In 1713 of the Qing Dynasty, with the publication of Lülü 
zhengyi 律吕正义 [Accurate meanings in pitches], emperor Kangxi introduced an official pitch system 
where hangzhong approximates to the contemporary F, a pitch a minor third higher than the hangzhou pitch 
favored by many commoners. See Lam, “China, II, 2. Antiquity to the Warring States period,” 592.  
45 The length of the fundamental pipe, huangzhong (yellow bell), is 9 cun. The lengths of the subsequent 
pipes are obtained by dividing each new one into three parts, and alternately adding or subtracting one part 
to form the next pipe. A pipe shortened by 1/3 produces a pitch a fifth higher; and lengthened by 1/3, a 
fourth lower. In proportional fractions the former can be represented by 2/3, the latter by 4/3. The 
generations by 2/3, or progressions up a fifth, result in six yin sounds; those by 4/3, or progressions down a 
fourth, result in six yang sounds. The twelve sounds thus obtained are reorganized into chromatic order.   
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The five primary sounds of the generation series are arranged in an order of 
ascending pitches as in Figure 1.2. Referred to as the “Five Tones” (wuyin, 五音), they 
remain the basis for all tonal orders. Each tone has a hierarchical name: gong 宫, shang 
商, jue 角, zhi 徵, and yu 羽. They are relative pitches, equivalent to do, re, mi, so, la in 
the moveable do solfege system. A gong mode is thus gong, shang, jue, zhi, yu; a shang 
mode shang, jue, zhi, yu, gong, and so on. In musical analysis, Chinese scholars thus refer 
to ‘yu mode on A’ (a-c-d-e-g), ’zhi mode on C’ (c-d-f-g-a), and so on. Because gong is 
the first mode, gongdiao (宫调, gong mode) is used to refer to both its key and mode. In 
this gongdiao system, each of the five principal tones could be a center of a pentatonic 
mode. Therefore, one can obtain five pentatonic modes by re-ordering (rotating) the five 
tones without changing the key signature (Figure 1.3). 
 
Figure 1.3. The Five modes of the gongdiao system.  
 The early Guan Zi (7th century BCE) speaks of these five tones only. Later, 
during the period of the Warring States (403-221 BCE), the next two sounds of the 
generation series, the bian gong (变宫, altered gong) and bian zhi (变徵, altered zhi), 
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were added to form the “Seven Tones” (qiyin, 七音), shown in Figure 1.4. The resulting 
seven modes have different initial tones but the same inner hierarchy.46 The two bian 
tones have added to the fundamental five-tone scale, forming what was referred to as the 
yayue (refined) scale or ancient scale, believed to be used in all ritual and ceremonial 
court music of the Zhou dynasty (1046-256 BCE). Two other heptatonic scales are used, 
known as the qingyue (清乐) scale or the new scale, and the yanyue (燕乐) scale or the 
foreign scale (see Figure 1.5). 
 
Figure 1.4. The Seven tones. 
 
Figure 1.5. The three seven-note scales. 
 The five and seven relative tones represent the Chinese understanding of relative 
pitches, intervals, and their use in actual musical pieces. Together, the fixed and relative 
pitches constitute a complex modal system (diao 调) also associated with non-musical 
 
46 Thus the heptatonic gong mode is gong, shang, jue, bian zhi, zhi, yu, bian gong; the shang mode shang, 




entities. For example, the five relative tones are respectively correlated socially with 
kings, ministers, people, affairs, and objects; and with the colors (elements) of yellow 
(earth), white (metal), green (wood), red (fire), and black (water).47 The modes, which are 
traditionally defined by the pitch levels of the constituent notes with assigned roles as the 
five or seven relative tones and as initials and finals in melodies, are employed not only 
by musical principles but also by cosmological considerations.48 The theoretical 
formulations for just intonation, the cycle of fifth theory, and an equal-tempered scale all 
remained theoretical. In practice, there existed a multitude of musical temperaments 
determined by regional stylizations, evolving from a descriptive stylistic foundation 
rather than theoretical principles.  
 In general, Chinese instrumental music uses a basic anhemitonic pentatonic scale 
with two “exchange notes” serving a subsidiary role: they may either be passing, 
decorative notes or they may be used as part of a new transposed pentatonic scale to 
create a temporary feeling of modulation. The earliest description of changing keys and 
modes appears in the chapter Li Yun 礼运 [The Conveyance of Rites] of the classical 
treatise Liji 礼记 [Book of Rites].49 Generally, changes of key are referred to as xuan 
gong 旋宫 [revolving the tonic]; changes of mode, fan diao 犯调 [changing/invading 
modes]. The tonic may remain the same while the scale and mode change, or the tonic 
 
47 Joseph S.C. Lam, “China, II, 2. Antiquity to the Warring States period (to 221 BCE),”, 583.  
48 Music honoring Heaven, for example, should use the jiazhong gong mode, which can be interpreted as a 
set of pitches adopting the fixed pitch of jiazhong as the gong degree. 
49 Liji 礼记 [Book of Rites] is a collection of descriptions of ritual matters written during the late Warring 
States period (5th century-221 BCE) and Former Han period (206 BCE-8 CE). Describing social forms, 
governmental system, and ceremonial rites of the Zhou Dynasty (1046–256 BC), Liji is considered one of 
the Five Classics of the Confucian canon. 
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may change, with or without a change in scale. Using the techniques of jiezi 借字 
[borrowing characters/notes], mode changes can occur through borrowing notes from 
relative keys. Temporary modulation in Chinese instrumental music may often be 
understood as modal shift, substituting one or more notes of the basic scale and thus 
creating a new key and/or a new mode. Most commonly it substitutes a scale whose tonic 
is a fifth above or below that of the original key. This process may even be taken through 
multiple substitutions, modulating around a circle of fifths. Example 1.7 illustrates two 
instances of temporary modulation, featuring the seventh and the fourth degrees, 
respectively. 
 
Example 1.7. Temporary modulation.50 
 In the twentieth century, when Chinese composers harmonized pentatonic tunes 
according to Western principles, the main difficulty they faced was in modulatory 
passages where progressive chords are required to secure a smooth transition. They often 
had to resort to chromaticism, to step outside the modal boundaries of the pentatonic 
melody. Even though semitones and quarter tones are heard in performances of Chinese 
 
50 a) section C, dizi part, 7 (D) substituting for 1 (E), changing the scale from 1 2 3 5 6 to 5 6 7 2 3; b) 
section D, erhu part, 4 (G) substituting for 3 (F#), changing the scale from 1 2 3 5 6 to 4 5 6 1 2. Sanliu, 
Jiangnan sizhu 江南丝竹 [silk-and-bamboo] music. Source: Jones, Folk Music of China, 281. 
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music, they are usually passing tones with a subordinate role. The functions of Chinese 
chromaticism thus differ from those of 19th-century Western chromaticism with all its 
harmonic implications.51 
 
Melody and Variation 
 Chinese vocal and instrumental repertories are built upon a system of old, well-
known stock melodies called “labeled melodies” (qupai 曲牌, literally “melodic labels”). 
These are pre-existent melodies, with significantly varied regional and historical forms. 
Gao Houyong observes that the labeled melody is the shortest unit of Chinese music.52 
According to Alan Thrasher, the nearest Western equivalent to the concept of the labeled 
melodies is that of cantus firmus, the corpus of source melodies derived from the 
Gregorian chant tradition and secular songs dating from the medieval period, which were 
subsequently quoted or expanded in the creation of new compositions.53 These widely 
distributed melodic models generally consist of somewhere between 20 to 70 measures in 
a 2/4 meter in their skeletal versions. Many instrumental labeled melodies are derived 
from folk-song and traditional Chinese opera styles, especially Kunqu (昆曲) and Peking 
opera.54 The second movement of Romance and Dance by Chen Yi, analyzed in Chapter 
 
51 Kouwenhoven, “Mainland China’s New Music (2),” 57. 
52 As opposed to taoqu 套曲 (the longest unit), which are extended suites of organized melodies. Gao 
Houyong, Minzu qiye gailun 民族器乐概论 [Introduction to Chinese Folk Instrumental Music] (Nanjing: 
Jiangsu Renmin Press, 1981): 295. 
53 Thrasher, Alan R., ed. Qupai in Chinese Music: Melodic Models in Form and Practice (New York: 
Routledge, 2016): 3-4.  
54 Kunqu and Peking opera are two of the most widely distributed and influential musical genres in the 
recent history of China. Operatic labeled melodies are traditionally classified by affect or dramatic usage: 
dance, military, joyous, mournful, banqueting, and numinous (wu, jun, xi, ai, yan, shen). Conventions 
indicate not only what dramatic action they accompany, but also which pieces should precede and follow.  
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4, is based on the labeled melody The Night Deepens (Ye shenchen 夜深沉) from Peking 
Opera repertory. Another contemporary work for violin and piano, A Night at the Chinese 
Opera (2008) by Bright Sheng, also features this labeled melody (Example 1.8). 
 
Example 1.8. The labeled melody The Night Deepens in various forms. 
 Variation is a central part of Chinese music, often used in creating large-scale 
forms. The simplest form of variation is the decoration of the basic melody. Important in 
percussion music, variation is reflected in the concept of fan (番) in Shifan (十番), 
“multiple variations.” Traditional music scholar Yuan Jingfang distinguishes three main 
types of melodic variation practiced by Chinese folk musicians as follow: 1) while the 
basic melodic and metrical structure remains constant, there can be added decorations, 
varied individual pitches, rhythms, and melodic contours; 2) the metrical structure is 
modified by augmentation or diminution, similar to ‘metrical-melodic form’ (banqiang ti 
板腔体) in Chinese opera; 3) variation by changes in scale, mode, and key through pitch 
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substitution.55 Heterophony itself may be seen as a form of variation, with its 
simultaneous differently decorated versions of the same melody. Example 1.9 shows an 
example of the “urging” (cui 催) variation technique from Chaozhou string music, 
consisting of rhythmic variations without metrical alteration. The syncopations and 
repeated notes “urge” the melody forward.  
 
Example 1.9. The “urging” technique in Chaozhou string music.56  
 In metrical variation, a skeletal “mother-piece” (muqu 母曲), often a short and 
simple melody, generally serves as the basis for more ornate performing versions. A 
whole suite can be built from the same mother-piece, beginning with the slowest and 
most ornate variation, and ending with the fast mother-piece itself. The succession of 
metrically augmented variations on the same “ground” becomes large-scale forms in 
string music of southern China, especially in Jiangnan silk-and-bamboo and Chaozhou-
 
55 Yuan Jingfang, “Minjian qiyuequ zhong changyongde bianzou shoufa 民间器乐曲中常用的变奏手法 
[Frequent Variation Techniques in Folk Instrumental Music],” Journal of Xi'’an Conservatory of Music 3 
(1983): 33. 
56 Source: Jones, Folk Music of China, 336. 
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Hakka traditions.57 This is referred to as ‘metrical-melodic form’ (banqiang ti 板腔体), 
after the similar process in traditional opera music.58 The mother-piece can also be 
reduced by having its melody simplified at fast tempos. New pieces can also be 
melodically derived from a mother-piece, but performed independently of it.  
 The most common type of metrical variation, found mainly in string repertories, 
uses the melody family Baban 八板 (“Eight beats”) or Lao Liuban 老六板 (“Old six 
beats”). As a basic melodic model, the Baban melody is used as a framework for creating 
new melodies. Baban variants, often consisting of 68 “beats,” are found across China, 
particularly in the chamber music repertoire of southern China for the solo plucked 
instruments pipa and zheng, and also pervasive in Chaozhou and Hakka instrumental 
genres.59 The composer Chen Yi wrote about Baban in her own dissertation, relating it to 
the aesthetics of the golden section and the Fibonacci series, summarized in Example 
1.10.60 Chen favors the Baban melody for its structural aesthetics, and uses it recurringly 
in her works, particularlly the head motive of the first phrase, which she refers to as the 
“Baban theme.” In addition to using the Baban pitches as melodies, she also uses its 
rhythmic groupings as a signature rhythm as well as the basis of formal structures.  
 
57 Jiangnan sizhu 丝竹 (silk-and-bamboo) is a style of traditional Chinese instrumental music from the 
Jiangnan region of China. "Silk and bamboo" refers to string and wind musical instruments. Jones, Folk 
Music of China, 142. 
58 David Mingyue Liang, Music of the Billion: An Introduction to Chinese Musical Culture (New York: 
Heinrichshofen Edition, 1985), 233-48.  
59 Jones, Folk Music of China, 276. 




Example 1.10. Baban, as used by Chen Yi in her Piano Concerto (1992). 
 
Rhythm and Meters 
 The Chinese concept of rhythm (jiezou 节奏) is not a noun, but rather a verb (jie 
节) and an object (zou 奏), meaning regulating/controlling the process of music. The term 
pai (拍, “beats,” also the verb to clap) represents the meter.61 A general meter system is 
banyan (板眼, “beats and eyes,”) where ban can be understood as the main beat of a 
measure, and yan the subsidiary beats.62 A “beat” (pai or ban) generally denotes a whole 
measure, and “one ban one yan” (一板一眼, yiban yiyan) approximates 2/4 or 2/2 
 
61 Before the Ming dynasty (1368-1644 A.D.), the pai was more or less free, without a set value.  
62 However, ban isn’t always the strong beat, as metrical hierarchy can flexibly shift based on the music. 
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meter.63 These terms originate from the percussion instrument paiban (拍板, literally 
“clapping pieces”), a clapper made from several flat pieces of hardwood or bamboo, as 
featured in Figure 1.6.  
 
Figure 1.6. The clapper paiban in Night Revels of Han Xizai.64 
Chinese music is dominated by the duple meter, culturally related in the 
cosmological principle of duality (yin-yang), with many correspondences in other art 
forms. Although the triple meter is almost nonexistent, triple rhythmic groupings are 
common. Metrical monotony is avoided by rhythmic creativity, such as syncopated 
 
63 “one ban one yan” (一板一眼, yiban yiyan) is also a common phrase in Chinese language to depict 
always behaving properly, to the point of rigidity, like following strict meters all the time.  
64 One of five scenes in the night banquets, depicting Han Xizai accompanying wind music on a clapper 
(paiban). Held vertically by one hand and clapped together, the percussion instrument produces a sharp 
clacking sound. Used in narrative singing, traditional operas, and instrumental music. Painting attributed to 
Gu Hongzhong, (顾闳中, 937-975), Night Revels of Han Xizai (韩熙载夜宴图). Handscroll, ink and colors 




cadences and varied length of phrases. Complex meters, such as additive patterns, are 
found in percussion-dominated genres such as Shifan luogu 十番锣鼓.65  
 As a central regulating factor, the format of banyan influences the tempo of the 
music, the degrees of complexities in melodic variations, and the changes in pitch bends 
(yaosheng 摇声 “shaking sounds”). The rhythmic flexibility gives a polychronomic 
texture to Chinese music.66 In traditional opera, beats can flexibly become longer (che 撤, 
“retreat”) and shorter (cui 催, “urge”) according to dramatic needs. Meters and tempos 
are interrelated. Each banyan type has a basic associated tempo: slow liushui (慢流水, 
slow “flowing water,”) equals about 72 beats per minute, fast liushui (快流水, fast 
“flowing water,”) 160 beats per minute, and “one ban one yan” (一板一眼, yiban yiyan) 
80 beats per minute. Often introductory sections and occasionally codas use a “free 
tempo” called sanban (散板, “loose beat,” also known as wuban wuyan, “no beat no 
eyes”). This meter is important in Chinese music, perhaps comparable to parlando-
rubato in Bartok. In a suite, sequences of movements tend to progress from slow to fast, 
such as “散 (free)-慢 (slow)-中 (mid-tempo)-快 (fast)-散 (free).”  
 Example 1.11 shows the Baban 八板 (“Eight beats”) or Lao Liuban 老六板 (“Old 
six beats”) melody discussed earlier in the percussion notation gongchepu (公尺谱): 
 
65 Shifan luogu (十番锣鼓, literally “ten sound variations of gongs and drums”) is a type of percussion 
music performed mainly in parts of Jiangsu province in the eastern coastal region. This musical genre 
exemplifies the concept of variation, which is the fan (番) in shifan (十番), multiple variation (literally “ten 
variations”).  




Example 1.11. Baban in gongchepu notation.  
 Here every ban is marked with an x, every eight ban is one daban (大板, “big 
beat”), hence the name baban (ba is eight). In this basic format, there is only ban and no 
yan. However, yan can be added, making more ornate versions in slower tempos. For 
example, in Jiangnan sizhu (silk-and-bamboo) repertoire, the Lao liuban (老六板, “old 
six beats”), ban with no yan in 1/4, can become Hua liuban (花六板, “decorated six 
beats”), one ban one yan in 2/4; Zhonghua liuban (中花六板, “medium decorated six 
beats”), one ban three yan in 4/4; and finally Man liuban (慢六板, “slow six beats”) in 
8/4. The more yan added, the more distance between each ban, and the slower the tempo 
becomes. These can be performed in succession, beginning from the slowest and most 
ornate, ending with the mother-piece Lao liuban itself (Example 1.12). The reverse can 
be achieved through removing yan, increasing tempos for dramatic effects, as in the 




Example 1.12. Wudai tongtang, “Five generations in the same hall.”67 
 The “beats” are marked in traditional scores by dots or circles. Yang Yinliu 
observed that over the last few hundred years, more notes were added in Chinese 
instrumental and vocal scores, indicating that the tempos had become slower over time, 
allowing for greater decoration of the skeletal notes.68 Overall, scores are traditionally 
 
67 The slowest, most ornate version, Man liuban 慢六板 [Slow liuban], on the bottom line, is performed 
first; Lao liuban the last. Source: Jones, Folk Music of China, 278.  
68 Jones, Folk Music of China, 126. 
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only an aid to memory, often without explicitly indicating tempos. The performer might 
deduce the tempo from the density of notes between each metrical marker: pieces with 
more notes per metrical marker are usually in a slower tempo. Performers also make their 
own editions of scores with their individual interpretations. Some examples of the various 
tablature, pitched, and graphic notations are shown in Example 1.13. 
 
Example 1.13. Examples of various notations.69 
 To culturally summarize the function of notation, Liang Mingyue quotes the 
following epigram from Duqu xuzhi (度曲须知) by Shen Congsui of the Ming dynasty: 
The purpose of notation is to guide the blind, 




69 a) archaic Dunhuang Cave Notation (ca. 930 A.D.), a pitched notation with secondary modification 
symbols; b) instrumental Nanzhipu, with symbols indicating pitch, note groups, and embellishments; c) 
Lülüpu compiled by Zhu Xi (1130-1200), ideographs indicating fixed pitches, circles correlate music with 
text, and block indicate single rhythmic units. Source: Liang, Music of the Billion, 190-194. 




 The overall sound profile of Chinese instrumental music consists of the blended 
sounds of the strings (bowed and plucked), winds (primarily transverse flutes and mouth 
organ), and percussion (primarily gongs, cymbals, drums, and the struck dulcimer). A 
combined sonic texture of plucked zithers and lutes, and the struck dulcimer is a 
distinguishing feature of Chinese music. In contrast, the sounds of brass instruments in 
Western art music are absent.71 The tessitura of Chinese instrumental melody is generally 
high, with treble instruments predominating. The vocal quality typically employed in 
Chinese operatic singing is characterized by a high, nasal, and pinched tone quality. 
Before the introduction of Western vocal practices, Chinese vocal music did not practice 
the standard divisions of soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. The greater awareness of pitch 
range after Westernization resulted in the revolutionizing of traditional instruments to 
provide tenor and bass sounds in ensemble. Another innovation in urban professional 
music since the dissolution of imperial China in 1911 has been the addition of bass lines, 
along with harmony and counterpoint, to traditional melody, in conscious imitation of 
Western art music.72 
 The consciousness of musical timbre has been a significant cultural trait starting 
from the formulation of the bayin (八音) classification system of musical instruments 
around the 8th century BCE.73 Tonal color became highly evolved in Chinese music, in 
 
71 Ibid., 23. 
72 Jones, Folk Music of China, 110. 
73 The bayin (“eight tone”) system was devised by Zhou court scholars in an attempt to classify the musical 
instruments of the period, most clearly articulated in the Zhouli (周礼, Rites of Zhou, 3rd century BCE). 




place of rhythm and harmony in other musical cultures. Timbral quality was identified 
not only by the organological properties of the instruments and their playing techniques, 
but also by the related environmental conditions. Timbre identified the soul or living 
quality of music, its proper correspondence in the macrocosm given significant 
considerations, especially in court ceremonial music. Timbre recognizes both musical and 
non-musical tones, all of which constituted the tonal make-up of instruments.74  
 
Example 1.14. Yet another version of Baban.75 
 
skin, silk, wood, gourd and bamboo. The prime motivation behind the eight-part system was to establish a 
system of cosmological correspondences between these important ritual instruments and the eight trigrams 
(bagua 八卦), eight compass points and other meaningful eight-part systems.  
74 Non-musical tones include, for example, the scratching sounds when sliding the finger along a string of 
the qin, or the percussive sounds when the finger hits its fingerboard.  
75 Heterophony in the opening of Zhonghua liuban (medium-decorated liuban), transcribed by Wu 




 Chinese traditional music is dominated by the texture of heterophony. The 
melodic instruments decorate the same basic melody in different ways according to the 
idiom and technique of each instrument. Even though the melody is shared by all the 
performers in an ensemble, they are not playing in true unison; the various individual 
lines only follow each other in a rough way, each single line a unique version. Thus, 
Chinese instrumental music can be considered as non-harmonic, though “harmonic 
effects” are generated by the simultaneous presence of different melodic realizations. As 
the most important element to support the melody is sound color, the Chinese sense of 
“harmony” actually lies in timbre, in the combined sound of the music. The shifting of 
these timbres functions similarly to that of shifting chords, harmonic progress in Western 
harmony (Example 1.14). In recent decades, the New Wave composers have begun to 
restore this timbre-based “sound harmony” in their own compositions, using Western 
harmony to enrich expressive gestures in the music, instead of bluntly adopting the 
Western chordal language throughout as a leading structural principle.76 
 
1.2.2 Aesthetics 
 Compared to concrete musical elements, concepts in aesthetics are more elusive. 
However, for the performer of contemporary Western music written by Chinese 
composers, it is worthwhile to gain some understanding of Chinese aesthetic concepts. 
These aesthetic considerations are central to the understanding of the performance 
practices of especially Chinese literati music, because of the wealth of documentation 
 
76 Kouwenhoven, “Mainland China’s New Music (2),” 62-63. 
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compared to the orally-transmitted folk musical styles. According to the aesthetics 
scholar and philosopher Li Zehou, Chinese aesthetics stresses emotion and experience 
over cognition or imitation, paying more attention to the function (relationship) instead of 
the object. Many Chinese aesthetics can be described as “self-balancing,” seen in the 
duality such as yin-yang, form (xing 形) and spirit (shen 神), concrete (shi 实) and 
metaphysical (xu 虚). Opposites were treated as complements to be synthesized and 
harmonized instead of irreconcilable conflicts. In terms of realism, the expression of an 
intrinsic life energy was more important than exact imitation and faithful reproduction.77 
It is important to note that the in the Chinese traditions, aesthetic concepts in music often 
parallel other art forms such as poetry, literature, painting, and calligraphy.  
 Many discussions of musical aesthetics can be found in ancient treatises such as 
Yueji 乐记 [Annotations on music], Liji 礼记 [Book of rites], Lushi chunqiu 吕氏春秋 
[The spring and autumn annals of Mr. Lu], and Fengsu tongyi 风俗通义 [Popular 
pervasive ways]. The two major philosophical influences in Chinese musical aesthetics 
are Confucianism and Daoism. The artistically conservative Confucian ethic is expressed 
in musical aesthetics as the subtle understatement of musical ideas, the valuing of the old 
and refined over the new and flamboyant, and the stress on communal or social 
orientation rather than on that of the individual. In addition, the creative thinking of 
Daoism also influenced the musical aesthetics in the valuing of naturalness (自然) and 
simplicity, the tendency to emphasize the metaphysical (虚) over the concrete (实), and 
 
77 Li Zehou, The Path of Beauty: A Study of Chinese Aesthetics, trans. Gong Lizeng (Beijing: Morning 
Glory Publishers, 1988), 72. 
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the pursuit of freedom and spontaneity in expression.  
 Many technical aspects of musical performance are specified in traditional 
notation systems (fingerings and techniques) and scholarly transcriptions (note values and 
rhythms). However, the non-technical aspects of music were passed down through 
generations of application, and not encoded in musical notation. These include, for 
example, the application of portamento in different forms, the flexibility in the treatment 
of tempo and rhythm, the manipulation of dynamics and timbre, and the realization of 
musical structure in performance. These musical practices are often guided by aesthetic 
principles inherent in Chinese culture, influenced by philosophies, language, and culture.  
The following interrelated subsections discuss relevant aesthetic concepts including the 
two main philosophical influences of Confucianism and Daoism, the aesthetics of the 
Chinese literati, Chinese language and music, the “linear thinking” in Chinese art forms, 
the concept of Qi, and musical symbolism.  
 
Philosophical influences: Confucianism and Daoism 
The two major philosophical influences in Chinese musical aesthetics are 
Confucianism and Daoism. In search of the unity of heaven and man (tianren heyi, 天人
合一), these two schools of thought both oppose and complement each other. Embraced 
by the ruling class, Confucianism has been the dominant philosophy in imperial China 
since the Han dynasty (202-220 BCE). The rebellious and vital Daoist thinking was 
essentially the only school of thinking that had endured the ideological monopoly of 
Confucianism, leaving imprints throughout domains ranging from the elite arts to the 
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quotidian life. Confucianism ritualizes music to create and maintain a stable societal 
hierarchy, restraining both man and music.78 Daoism seeks to align music with the 
natural order of the universe, pursuing the liberation of both man and music. 
Aesthetically, Confucianism and Daoism share in principles of moderation and 
understatement. They also both view music as a means to an end, in Confucianism as a 
ruling device to promote orthodox ethics, in Daoism a way of cultivating the self to attain 
spiritual balance.  
Confucianism: Music (!) and Ritual (") 
So it is that when [proper] music is in place then logic is clear, the ears and 
eyes are perspicacious and acute, blood and material force (qi) attain harmony 
and equilibrium, cultural environments and customs change, and all under 
heaven is tranquil. 
--Yueji [Annotations on Music] from Liji [Book of Rites] 
 Confucianism refers to the practices and the way of life promoted by the Chinese 
philosopher Confucius (Kongzi 孔子, 551-479 BCE). Confucianism was recognized as 
the official state ideology in the Han dynasty around 100 BCE, and has been the 
cornerstone of Chinese civilization ever since. The collected writings of Confucius and 
his disciples form the basis of Confucianism, encompassing principles of morality, 
government, education, and life in general. The artistically conservative Confucian ethic 
is expressed in musical aesthetics as the subtle understatement of musical ideas, the 
valuing of the old and refined over the new and flamboyant, and the stress on the 
orientation of society rather than on that of the individual. 
 
78 Cai Zhongde, Zhongguo Yinyue Meixue Shi 中国音乐美学史 [Chinese Aesthetic History] (Beijing: 
People's Music Publishing House, 2004), 10. 
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 Confucian thinking in musical aesthetics is extensively documented in Yueji 乐记 
[Annotations on music], a section of the classical treatise Liji 礼记 [Book of Rites]. With 
music being the chief representative, Yueji summarized aesthetic ideas governing every 
realm of art.79 Yueji defines music as arising from the heart-mind (xin 心)80 through the 
movements of emotions in response to external stimuli.81 Music can express emotions, 
and thus can also shape emotions. Yueji places great emphasis on this transforming power 
of music in aesthetic education. Using music to move the human heart-mind, benevolent 
rulers can direct their subjects towards virtuous and orderly behaviors. In Yueji, the 
various discourses on the relationship between music (yue 乐) and ritual (li 礼)82 address 
the social and ethical aspects of music. According to this classical Confucian treatise, 
music (yue 乐) and ritual (li 礼) reflect the harmony and order between Heaven (天) and 
Earth (地), respectively.83 Specifically, ritual promotes orderly conduct, and music 
 
79 Li, The Path of Beauty, 72. 
80 The Chinese word xin 心, which primarily denotes the heart organ, covers the meanings of both "heart" 
and "mind" as understood in English. The Chinese heart-mind dichotomy represents a holistic view that 
sees the heart as the center of both emotions and thought, in contrast to the more dualist modern Western 
view. The concept of "heart-mind" is foundational to Chinese thought and medicine, and is extensively 
manifested in the Chinese language. See Ning Yu, The Chinese Heart in a Cognitive Perspective Culture, 
Body, and Language, Applications of Cognitive Linguistics 12 (Berlin: Mouton De Gruyter, 2009). 
81 乐者，心之动也；声者，乐之象也。文采节奏，声之饰也。君子动其本，乐其象，然后治其饰 
“Music springs from the movement of the heart-mind; tones are the manifestation of the music. The elegant 
colors and rhythms are the ornamentations of the tones. The superior man moves [his emotions] as the 
basis, makes them manifest into (tones of) music, and conducts the ornaments [to give the music form].” 
Yueji 乐记 [Annotations on Music] in Liji 礼记 [Book of Rites]. 
82 Li 礼 [ritual] is alternatively translated as “propriety” or “rites”. The term also implies customs, 
institutions, and laws.  
83 乐者，天地之和也；礼者，天地之序也。和故百物皆化；序故群物皆别。乐由天作，礼以地制 
“Music reflects the harmony between heaven and earth. Ritual reflects the orderly distinctions between 
heaven and earth. From that harmony all things receive their being; to those orderly distinctions they owe 
the differences between them. Heaven is the origin of music; earth brings into being the [forms of the] 
ritual.” Yueji 乐记 [Annotations on Music], in Liji 礼记 [Book of Rites]. 
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promotes social harmony.84 Together with ritual, Confucius promoted music as a means 
of governance and self-cultivation. In order to achieve harmony (he 和) in a hierarchical 
society, responsible rulers presented performances of state-sanctified ritual music to 
guide the behaviors of their subjects. Benevolent rulers and virtuous gentlemen (junzi 君
子) alike should constantly practice music to cultivate themselves, so as to lead a 
productive and tranquil life of peace (also he 和), which would in turn lead to a strong, 
ethical, and prosperous state. 
 In Confucian thinking, music (yue 乐) was more than sounds (sheng 声) and tones 
(yin 音). Sounds (sheng 声) were random and meaningless. Tones (yin 音) were patterned 
sounds that lacked meanings. Music (yue 乐) became most meaningful when sonic 
features were cosmologically and socially coordinated with verbal and visual entities.85 
For example, the Five Tones (wuyin 五音) evoke hierarchically the Five Directions (the 
four cardinal directions plus the center), the Five Elements (Metal, Wood, Water, Fire, 
and Earth), and the five human bonds (rulers and officials, fathers and sons, brothers, 
husbands and wives, and friends).86 Similarly, the huangzhong, first of the twelve 
standard pitches, cosmologically signified the primordial Qi which corresponded to 
human progenitors and imperial founders. A virtuous ruler needed to present 
 
84 礼节民心，乐和民生 “Ritual regulates the minds of the people, music harmonizes their voices.” Yueji 
乐记 [Annotations on Music], in Liji 礼记 [Book of Rites]. 
85 Joseph S.C. Lam, “Music, Sound, and Site: A Case Study from Southern Song China (1127–1275),” in 
New Perspectives on the Research of Chinese Culture, ed. Pei-kai Cheng, Ka Wai Fan (Singapore: Springer 
Singapore, 2013), 106. 
86 宫为君，商为臣，角为民，徵为事，羽为物 “(The note) gong represents the ruler; shang, the 
ministers; jiao, the people; zhi, affairs; and yu, objects.” Yueji 乐记 [Annotations on Music] in Liji 礼记 
[Book of Rites]. 
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performances of ritual music in the right musical modes (diao 调) and with musical 
instruments built with the right materials to reflect harmony and order.  
 Confucian thinking values stability over change. Social harmony was promoted as 
a means of achieving stability. Individualism and change were thought to encourage 
unregulated society and both were discouraged. Similarly, Confucian thinking promotes 
moderation of actions (zhongyong 中庸).87 Yueji promoted harmonious and moderate 
music in order to bring about the state of equilibrium and harmony.88 As a result, rulers 
promoted the refined music (yayue 雅乐), civilized and thus desirable, while suppressing 
the uncivilized and undesirable vernacular music (suyue 俗乐). The refined music was 
rooted in classical traditions of the Zhou dynasty and earlier, including the exemplary 
works of Shao 绍 and Wu 武 that ancient sage rulers had created to guide their subjects. 
In contrast, vernacular music features destructive sounds that are licentious and excessive 
(yinsheng 淫声), such as those once heard in the toppled nations of Zheng 郑 and Wei 魏. 
Repertories of vernacular music included many contemporary and new compositions, 
featuring “confused” use of tones and patterns, reflecting societies in disarray.  
 Confucianism values harmony (和) above all else, not only as a key characteristic 
of proper music (the refined musical styles of yayue), but as a standard for both musical 
performances and human interactions. Harmony represented not only a social ideal, but 
 
87 不偏之谓中，不易之谓庸 “No leaning (or inclination) defines zhong, no change defines yong.” From 
the classical Confucian treatise Zhongyong 中庸 [Doctrine of the Mean].  
88 嘽谐慢易、繁文简节之音作，而民康乐。粗厉猛起、奋末广贲之音作，而民刚毅 “When 
harmonious and moderate music prevails, people tend to become healthy and content. When rough, 
vigorous, exciting, and overwhelming music prevails, people tend to become militant and inflexible.” Yueji 
乐记 [Annotations on Music], in Liji 礼记 [Book of Rites]. 
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also a political goal.89 Confucian aesthetic preferences carry strong impacts into the 
present day. In modern China, music is still being used to serve ideological propaganda. 
The valuing of the old and refined over the new and flamboyant has deterred musical 
creativity for centuries. Today, avant-garde compositions are still received with strong 
skepticism. The emphasis on the importance of ritual (礼) in Confucian thinking directed 
Chinese aesthetic thought to take a predominantly political, ideological, and ethical 
form.90 As Yueji proclaimed: “The way of music is connected with politics.”  
Daoism: Naturalness (#$) and the Metaphysical (%) 
...those who rely upon the arc, the line, compasses, and the square to make 
correct forms injure the natural construction of things. ... Things in their 
ultimate reality are curved without the help of arcs, straight without lines, 
round without compasses, and rectangular without right angles. ... In this 
manner all things create themselves from their own innermost reflections and 
none can tell how they come to do so. 
-- Zhuangzi (Chuang Tzu)91 
 Daoism (Taoism) is the indigenous organized religion of traditional China. The 
name Daoism comes from the term Dao (Tao 道, “the way”), the ineffable and 
everlasting universal principle.92 Daoism as a philosophy was established by the Chinese 
philosopher Laozi (Lao Tzu 老子) in the sixth century BCE. The two main figures in the 
Daoist school of thought were Laozi (老子) and Zhuangzi (Chuang Tzu 庄子). The 
 
89 Erica Brindley, “Music, Cosmos, and the Development of Psychology in Early China,” Toung Pao 92, 
no. 1-3 (2006): 12. 
90 Ming Dong Gu, “The Ethical Turn in Aesthetic Education: Early Chinese Thinkers on Music and Arts," 
The Journal of Aesthetic Education 50, no. 1 (2016): 109. 
91 Quoted in Chung-Yuan Chang, Creativity and Taoism: A Study of Chinese Philosophy (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1970), 66. 
92 Dao 道 (Tao) is commonly translated as “the way”: a way to follow, a way of thought; universal and 
specific order, method, and principle.  
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philosophy Daoism teaches conformity to the Dao through nonaction (wuwei 无为) and 
living in balance with the natural world. The artistically creative Taoist thinking 
expresses itself in musical aesthetics as the valuing of naturalness (自然) and simplicity, 
the tendency to emphasize the metaphysical (虚) over the concrete (实), and the pursuit 
of freedom and spontaneity in artistic expression.  
 The central concept of Daoism, the Dao, is discussed by Laozi in his Daode Jing 
(Tao Te Ching 道德经, “the Classic of the Way and Its Virtue”).93 The Dao permeates 
and transcends all beings. It exists before heaven and earth, at the origin of the universe.94 
Daode Jing (道德经) opens with the mystical statement, “the Dao that can be told is not 
the real Dao.”95 We cannot fathom the Dao, but can only contemplate its manifestations. 
We as human beings are part of nature. By uniting with nature and rediscovering 
spontaneity through nonaction (wuwei 无为), we can intuitively grasp the underlying 
truth and thus obtain the Dao.  
 Dao connotes the metaphysical (xu 虚), the nonbeing (wu 无). According to 
Laozi, “Great Music is without sound (大音希声).”96 The highest form of music 
embodies the totality of music, which cannot be heard. On one hand, the Great Music is 
 
93 Daode jing (Tao Te Ching 道德经), attributed to Lao Tzu, is a short text of about five thousand 
characters written in verse. These paradoxical axioms, compiled without any particular order, display 
profound insight into the human condition. There is some debate in the authorship, perhaps its origins as 
vague and mystic as the Dao itself. 
94 道生一，一生二，二生三，三生万物 “The Dao gave rise to one, one gave rise to two, two gave rise to 
three, three gave rise to all ten thousand things.” Daode Jing (道德经), Stanza 42. 
95 道可道, 非常道; 名可名, 非常名 “The Tao that can be told is not the real Dao; the name that can be 
named is not the real name” Daode Jing (道德经), Stanza 1. 
96 大音希声，大象无形 “Great Music is without sound, Great Form is without shape.” Daode Jing (道德
经), Stanza 41. 
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inaudible, just like the Dao indescribable. On the other hand, the ideal music, in 
accordance with the Dao, reflects the eternal beauty, tranquility, and simplicity in 
nature.97 Here, the soundlessness can also be interpreted as sounds that “appear 
soundless” because they exist in extended (supersensory) perception or a sound idea that 
exists in the mind.98 This is reflected in the aesthetic tendency of valuing the 
metaphysical (xu 虚) as opposed to the concrete (shi 实) in Chinese art forms, including 
music. The mental image, the inner vision, or the artistic conception communicated is of 
greater importance than concrete aspects of pitch, rhythm, and form. 
 The search for the underlying truth (zhen 真) in beauty was carried further by 
Zhuangzi (Chuang Tzu 庄子), who promotes genuine and authentic music in accordance 
with nature. According to Zhuangzi, beauty and virtues lie in the nature of things. The 
way to align with the Dao is through naturalness (ziran 自然, literal: “self-so”) and 
nonaction (wuwei 无为). This does not mean to do nothing. Rather, it means letting go of 
egoistic concerns and abstaining from forceful interferences. Zhuangzi does not 
necessarily recommend that people retire from the world and live in the wilderness, but 
he proposes that communion with nature can be obtained here and now. Zhuangzi taught 
that all arts, when brought to perfection, lead to the Dao. For Daoists, music needs to 
possess its own existential meaning as a harmonious sound of the natural world.99  
 All things in the world come from being, and being comes from nonbeing. Daoist 
 
97 Cai Zhongde, Zhongguo Yinyue Meixue Shi, 146. 
98 Liang, Music of the Billion, 173. 
99 Jiyeon Kang, "Ji Kang's Criticism of Confucian and Naturalistic Music Theory," Acta Musicologica 86, 
no. 2 (2014): 174. 
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philosophy treats opposites not as irreconcilable conflicts but as complements to be 
synthesized and harmonized. Dao embraces all things and combines them into a unity, 
within which all differences and contraries disappear. Dao is the unity behind all 
multiplicity, the eternal cyclic transformation. Dao brings forth a perfect tone, deeply em-
bedded in every being, yet all beings also bring forth their own sounds. The goal of 
practicing non-action and naturalness, then, is to be as much “in tune” with Dao as 
possible.100 
Literati: The Amateur Ideal 
… men of social consequence ... were amateurs in the fullest sense of the word, 
genteel initiates in a humane culture, without interest in progress, leanings to 
science, sympathy for commerce, or prejudice in favor of utility. Amateurs in 
government because their training was in art, they had an amateur bias in art itself 
for their profession was government. 
--Joseph R. Levenson101  
The literati, wenren 文人, were scholar-artists trained and accomplished in 
various disciplines of liberal arts, including music and literature. Simultaneously 
scholars, scientists, and statesmen, these scholar-artists were regarded as the conscience 
of Chinese society and conveyors of its legacy.102 Most Chinese aesthetic concepts 
overlap with the aesthetics of the literati, which combine the ethical ideals of 
Confucianism and the creative thinking of Daoism. The artistically conservative 
Confucianism contributes to the subtle understatement of musical ideas, the valuing of 
 
100 Livia Kohn, Daoism and Chinese Culture (St. Petersburg, Florida: Three Pines Press, 2001), 22. 
101 Joseph R. Levenson, “The Amateur Ideal in Ming and Early Ch'ing Society: Evidence from Painting," in 
Chinese Thoughts and Institutions, ed. John Fairbank, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), 323.  
102 Chou Wen-chung, “Wenren and Culture,” in Locating East Asia in Western Art Music, ed. Yayoi Uno 
Everett and Frederick Lau (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2004), 214. 
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the old and refined over the new and flamboyant, and the stress on the social orientation 
over the individual. In contrast, the influence of Daoism can be seen in the valuing 
naturalness (ziran 自然) and simplicity, emphasizing the metaphysical (xu 虚) over the 
concrete (shi 实), and pursuing freedom and spontaneity in artistic expression. Both 
Confucians and Daoists want to achieve the same social goal of harmony (he 和), and 
their differences appear only in their life-styles and artistic motivations. This fusion of 
Confucian and Daoist artistic influences is described by C.P. Fitzgerald as, "Confucian in 
outlook, though Taoist [Daoist] in inspiration.”103 Joseph Levenson described the artistic 
motivations of the literati as the "amateur ideal.” Participation in the arts was for self-
cultivation, never for specialization.104 Self-cultivation and the acquisition of virtue were 
important motivational forces for the upper class. In contrast, professional musicians 
were generally of low social status.  
 Aesthetically, Confucianism and Daoism share in principles of moderation and 
understatement, reflected in the post-Song Dynasty concept of hanxu (含蓄, literally 
"covered-controlled"), “with concealed or implied deep meanings.” Closely related to the 
concept of zhongyong (中庸, moderation), hanxu implies that profound meanings are 
concealed by an ordinary surface, or that strong emotion is best expressed softly. In 
music, this can be seen in restraining stylistic elements as moderate tempos, simple 
melodies, and the heterophonic texture. In the performance of instrumental music, 
musicians often "underplay” melodies, avoiding excessive embellishments, changes in 
 
103 C.P. Fitzgerald, China: A Short Cultural History. 3rd ed. (New York: Praeger, 1950), 343. 
104 Levenson, “The Amateur Ideal," 341.  
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dynamics, and extremely fast tempos. In contrast, performers of folk or popular music are 
not bound by the central quality of restraint in the artistic belief of the Han literati. The 
common styles tend to use more complicated melodic decorations, faster tempos, and 
louder instruments.  
 Heavily influenced by Confucianism, Chinese society has always valued tradition 
above innovation, and stability over change. Traditional music was expected to conform 
with the past, following the guya (古雅, “ancient and refined”) ideal and not stray from 
the commonly accepted style and forms. The continuity in this musical thinking 
expresses itself in the use of old melodies (labeled melodies) in various settings, the 
persistence of regional styles, and the organological consistency of musical instruments. 
Personifying social harmony and stability, the Chinese literati placed societal rather than 
individual emphasis on creativity. A Chinese creative work is meant to positively reflect 
the social conditions in order to promote social harmony. In the literati aesthetic, themes 
reflecting real-life experiences (such as aspects of nature and honorable friendships) are 
preferred to the Western "absolute" genres such as symphonies and sonatas.105 
 The literati were historically associated with the musical instrument qin, a plucked 
string instrument known as the seven-stringed zither. Playing primarily for themselves as 
a private activity, the literati viewed music as a way of cultivating the self to attain 
spiritual balance. Even though they enjoy music as an expressive art, they consider the 
meaning and significance of the music more important than communicating the musical 
sound to an audience. Bell Yung argues that in playing privately, the player turns 
 
105 Thrasher, Foundations of Chinese Music, 92-93. 
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inwardly toward himself rather than outwardly toward an audience.106 The story of Yu 
Boya and his qin teacher, Chen Lian, recorded in the Yuefu jieti (乐府解题, ca. 750 CE), 
demonstrates this spiritual heart-mind approach to music-making: 
Yu Boya, a qin player and official from the State of Chu (Spring and Autumn 
period, 770-476 BCE), had studied qin with Master Chen for three years. 
Despite his technical proficiency, his playing lacked expressiveness and 
personal interpretation, being merely “stagnant exercises.” Master Chen 
decided to take his pupil to visit his own teacher, Fang Zichun, who lived on a 
remote island. Upon reaching the island, Master Chen left Yu to find his 
teacher. Many days passed, and Yu began to feel miserable and lonely. His 
loneliness drew him closer to his surroundings, making him aware of the sounds 
of waves, seagulls, and the mysteriously quiet forest. In his sadness, Yu picked 
up his qin and began to play and sing with great musical understanding. Yu 
Boya’s experience in solitude and exposure to nature resulted in the fusion of 
expressions from within and impressions from without.  
 
 The nature of the compositional craft in traditional Chinese music was also 
different from Western practice. In individual musical creativity, the performer acts as a 
“composer” to recreate the music, as well as being the listener. This composer-performer-
listener trinity embodies the Confucian amateur ideal.107 The compositional process was 
usually initiated orally by the performer for his own creative expression, and not 
necessarily notated. He would then be his own listener, or have a small audience of close 
companions who share his understanding. Rather than a creator in the Western sense, this 
“composer” was an interpreter who transformed personally conceived and culturally 
preconditioned images through the medium of music. The compositional process 
included the recomposing, arranging, and editing of existing musical works. As a result, 
 
106 Bell Yung, "An Audience of One: The Private Music of the Chinese Literati," Ethnomusicology 61, no. 
3 (2017), 506. 
107 Liang, Music of the Billion, 174. 
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many different versions exist for standard pieces in various musical genres. The creative 
energy of Chinese literati music lies in the stylistic and interpretative nuances. 
 
Chinese Language Influences 
 Chinese culture is largely defined by the many varieties of the Chinese language 
corresponding to the many geographical regions. The regional language varieties have 
shaped the various regional art forms. Historically, there exists a close relationship 
between the literary and melodic aspects of Chinese music, with many musical genres 
demonstrating the complex relationship between music and language. In vocal music 
such as Kunqu opera, song texts were written and set to melodies by the erudite literati 
poets, who placed great focus on linguistic details such as phrase lengths and tones. Many 
of these songs in turn became well-known “labeled melodies” (qupai 曲牌), melodic 
models for new songs with new texts.  
 In the spoken Chinese language, one of the defining features is its tones. The 
dialect Mandarin, the basis of the modern “standardized Chinese,” has four tones. The 
tonal nature of the Chinese language acts as a modulator of musical pitches.108 
Ethnomusicologist Yang Yinliu’s summary of the theoretical relationships between the 
four tones of Mandarin and Kunqu melodies is shown as an example (Example 1.15); 
however, the relationships are not always straightforward in practice. The tonal and 
intonational features vary significantly among the various Chinese dialects, along with 
 
108 François Picard and Kar Lun Alan Lau, “Qupai in Kunqu: Text–Music Issues,” in Qupai in Chinese 
Music, ed. Alan R. Thrasher (New York: Routledge, 2016), 120. 
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rhythm and stress. An identical melody can have a variety of shapes when it is performed 
in regions with different dialects. For example, the literati instrument qin originally 
served not only to accompany the words sung by the qin player but also to regulate the 
words being sung. The same poem chanted by the qin player in different dialects can 
sound very different, leading to different pitch and melodic contours.  
 
Example 1.15. Four tones in Mandarin and corresponding pitch contour in Kunqu.109 
 Apart from the basic tones, the “bend” or inflection before and after spoken words 
or phrases project varied meanings. Musicologist Shen Qia proposed the “phonemic 
theory,” a methodology for analyzing Chinese music by identifying the smallest coherent 
musical unit as yinqiang (音腔), a musical phenome.110 In the European music system, a 
given pitch is the smallest cell, the combination of a series of pitches and durations create 
musical motifs and melodies. Shen argues that, unlike the European music system, the 
 
109 Simplified and derived from Yang Yinliu, Zhongguo Gudai Yinyue Shigao 中国古代音乐史稿 [Draft 
history of ancient Chinese music] (Beijing: People's Music, 1981): 887-888. Source: Picard and Lau. 
“Qupai in Kunqu: Text–Music Issues,” in Qupai in Chinese Music, ed. Alan R. Thrasher (New York: 
Routledge, 2016): 132. 
110 The term “phoneme” is borrowed from linguistic studies, referring to the smallest unit of speech 
distinguishing one word from another. The “phonemic theory” is an innovative theoretical approach to the 
study and analysis of Chinese music, particularly that of traditional Han people. Shen argues that the 
methodology of European musical analysis for culturally idiosyncratic Chinese musical elements is 
imprecise. He proposes the phonemic approach to remedy the discrepancies. See Shen, Qia. “Yinqiang Lun 
[On the phenome].” Journal of the Central Conservatory of Music 4 (1982): 13-20. 
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smallest acoustic “cell” in Chinese music is a yinqiang [musical phenome].111 An 
example of a typical yinqiang is a note played on the qin, where the player plucks the 
open string e1 and then bends the string to g1, or first bends the string to g1 and then 
plucks and releases so that the pitch slides down to the open e1. The audible pitch 
variation in the movement between the two notes, the pitch slide, is inseparable from the 
note plucked. Therefore, yinqiang is a basic musical unit of motion that cannot be further 
dissected without losing its meaning. It is a “one note unit” musically, experientially, and 
culturally. Shen sees this single note unit in motion as a fundamental element that 
differentiates Chinese music from Western common practice music. A similar concept of 
yaosheng 摇声 (literal: “moving tone”) was introduced by the scholar Du Yaxiong.112 In 
contemporary musical synthesis, this is often expressed in sliding tones as ornaments. 
These sliding ornaments exist in all three violin pieces discussed in this document. A 
performer can utilize these sliding ornaments to infuse a sense of spontaneity in the 
music.  
The written Chinese language consists of a complex system of 
ideographs. Inherently vague with room for interpretation, one often needs the help of 
imagination in order to decipher the full meaning of the written language. This mode of 
communication lends to an inherent sense of economy and simplicity, facilitated through 
symbolism and imagination within the culturally defined contexts. Musically, other 
 
111 In Chinese, yin can mean “sound,” “tone,” or “pitch”; qiang similarly conveys the meaning of “tone,” 
but it also suggests “accent,” “lingering tones,” or “contour of tones.” The Combined term yinqiang 
denotes a basic musical unit more than just the pitch. 
112 See Du Yaxiong and Qin Dexiang, Zhongguo Yueli 中国乐理 [Chinese Musical Theories] (Shanghai: 
Shanghai Conservatory of Music Press, 2007). 
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qualities of simplicity and economy are reflected in the predominant use of the five-tone 
and seven-tone scales, the archetypical construction of musical instruments, the non-
specific instrumentation and commonly shared repertory, and the 
monophonic/heterophonic musical textures.113 A performer is expected to take a general 
melodic structure from standard melodical repertories and recreate a personalized 
interpretation through melodic and rhythmic elaborations. The body of standard melodies 
has no specific instrumentation and thus can be freely adapted for any combination of 
instruments. Similar to the xieyi 写意 (literal: “writing/depicting ideas") style in classical 
Chinese painting, the economy and simplicity in traditional music endeavors to capture 
the spirit (shen 神) instead of the form (xing 形). 
 
“Linear Thinking” 
 The “linear” aspect in Chinese art forms is most visible in the “brush” arts such as 
calligraphy and painting, in which the minimal ink lines flow to convey impression (shen 
神, the spirit) rather than to depict reality (xing 形, the form). In music, this is expressed 
in a melody-centric, horizontal, and monophonic/heterophonic way of thinking. In 
traditional Chinese music, the melody governs most aspects of the music. In place of 
theories of harmony and polyphony, there exist complex techniques of modulation in the 
gongdiao 宫调 modal system. The modulations of the same melody dictate the form of 
the music, as seen in the banqiang-form (板腔体, metrical-melodic form) and qupai-form 
 
113 Liang, Music of the Billion, 27. 
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(曲牌体, labeled-melody form) in opera music. Because the melody is not entirely 
monophonic, the texture could be viewed as a sort of “hetero-polyphony,” such as the 
heterophonic texture based on the same melody in instrumental ensemble music. In 
contrast with the three-dimensional thinking in Western art forms, the melody-centric 
way of thinking is referred to as "linear thinking" by ethnomusicologist Tian Qing.114  
 In large-scale structures, similar materials are often grouped together, as opposed 
to the Western practice of heightening contrasts. The arc of development emulates life 
and growth cycles in nature, seen in aesthetic ideals such as qi cheng zhuan he (起承转
合, introduction-development-change-conclusion), a four-phase process through which 
form is conceptually realized and unity achieved.115 Every musical idea has a point of 
departure (qi 起) which carries on (cheng 承) until the idea is established. Then it 
undergoes development (zhuan 转) by change or expansion. The final section he 合 
(literal: summary, conclusion, or synthesis) is the most important, bringing together all 
the previous ideas. The linear process of qi cheng zhuan he (起承转合) finally reaches a 
point of synthesis and ends in a state of artistic sublimation.  
 In traditional ensemble music such as Jiangnan silk-and-bamboo, Guangdong 
music, and Dongjing (洞经) music,116 the flow of "lines" demonstrates the attention 
 
114 See Tian Qing, “Zhongguo Yinyue de Xianxing Siwei 中国音乐的线性思维 [Linear thinking of Chinese 
music].” Chinese Musicology 4 (1986): 58-67. 
115 A Chinese aesthetic ideal guiding most creative works in literature, poetry, painting, sculpture, 
calligraphy, music and dance. A clear reference can be found in Shifa xianglun [Discussion on poetry 
techniques] by Fan Deji (1272-1330): "Qi 起 must be simple and direct; cheng 承 must have poise; zhuan 
转 must vary; and he 合 must leave a lasting impression on one's mind." 
116 Guangdong music, also known as Cantonese music, is a style of traditional Chinese instrumental music 




directed to the linear and horizontal structure over the vertical combination as in Western 
music. The most typical example is the melody family Baban (八板, “Eight beats”) 
discussed before. In the Shandong peng baban (碰八板, “touched” eight beats) style, 
variou labeled melodies (qupai 曲牌) are developed for different musical instruments 
based on the same Lao baban (老八板, “Old 8-beats”) mother-piece, with different 
techniques and different artistic tastes in mind. Each of these qupai has its own name and 
can be performed as a stand-alone solo piece. In the ensemble, the various tunes can 
"touch" together and become peng baban (碰八板, “touched” eight beats), but still 
preserving their separate lines. This heterophonic approach based on branches of the 
same “line” differs from the three-dimensional Western ensemble based on harmony. 
Less attention is paid to the vertical combination, but spontaneous effects in the music 
form a multi-layered and colorful sound stream. Goethe’s 1829 statement that “Music is 
liquid architecture; architecture is frozen music” depicts Western music as solemn, 
chunky, three-dimensional, and realistic. In contrast, traditional Chinese music resembles 
Chinese painting and calligraphy as scattered, linear, two-dimensional, and 
impressionistic. 
The Concept of Qi 
 A fundamental concept in Chinese culture is Qi 气 [literal: air], “life force,” a 
universal energy that flows through all things. The counterparts yin and yang manifest 
through the movement of Qi in all beings, no matter material or spiritual. Through a 
 
music is a type of Chinese ritual music traditionally performed by the Nakhi people, Han people, and Bai 
people of Yunnan province, southwest China. 
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spontaneous and emergent experience at the level of Qi, one has the chance to directly 
peer into and grasp the ultimate mystery of life and the universe, referred to as "the way 
of heaven" (tiandao 天道) by the ancient sages. As early as the Wei Period (220-65 
BCE), the quality of Qi as an aesthetic concept became established.117 The Qi-centered 
point of view has affected all aspects of traditional music, from “Great Music is without 
sound (大音希声)” in musical creation to "the abundance of Qi transforms the spirit (气
盛而化神)" in musical performance.118 In essence, music is viewed as a medium for 
people to interact with the Qi of Heaven and Earth, in order to attain the Great Way of 
Heaven and Earth. In musical performances, one can experience three levels of Qi: of the 
body, of the heart-mind, and of Heaven and Earth. 
 The awareness of Qi in the body comes naturally after years of diligent 
training, when the player can internalize the technique and move beyond its bound. The 
body and the instrument can then become an organic whole, enabling free movements of 
Qi. At this time, one will acquire a sense of Qi in the body, relatively weak at first, but 
gradually increasing with continuous practice. As the body and mind are integrated, the 
harmony of the body's qi will slowly affect the heart-mind, producing a temperament 
known as “empty tranquility” (虚静).119 The sense of Qi in the body requires physical 
 
117 First associated with literature, Cao Pi (BCE 187-226) in his literary treatise Dianlun lunwen 典论·论
文[Discussion of literature] remarked: "Literary works depend mainly on the quality of Qi, which can be 
elegant or vulgar according to the individual and cannot be obtained by force.” 
118 “Great Music is without sound, Great Form is without shape (大音希声，大象无形).” Daode Jing (道
德经), Stanza 41. “The abundance of emotion makes text clear; the abundance of Qi transforms the spirit 
(是故情深而文明, 气盛而化神).” Yueji 乐记 [Annotations on Music], in Liji 礼记 [Book of Rites]. 
119 An analogy drawn between the Qi of the heart-mind and the quality of musical sound one produces: 心
氣華誕者，其聲流散;心氣順信者，其聲順節; 心氣鄙戾者，其聲嘶醜; 心氣寬柔者，其聲溫好




training, while the Qi of the heart-mind requires purification and tempering of the 
mind.120 When the empty tranquility of the heart-mind reaches its peak through 
continuous practice, the convergence between the Qi of the heart-mind and the Qi of 
Heaven and Earth can occur. When the body, heart-mind, and the instrument are 
integrated, when the distinction between subject and object vanishes, the Qi of the body 
and heart-mind can spontaneously interact with the Qi of the universe. At this moment, 
the Qi of the universe will flow out from the instrument, making music unfathomable by 
oneself, thus "the abundance of Qi transforms the spirit (气盛而化神)."108 Due to the 
spontaneous nature of musical performances, the momentary sympathy of oneness 
between man and nature is difficult to describe. It can only be approximated with “Great 
Music is without sound (大音希声).”108 
 Closely related to Qi is yun 韵 (literal: rhyme, rhythm), known together as qiyun 
气韵. Qi reflects the virile characteristic of yang power, and yun the femininity of yin. 
The right-hand plucking in qin and pipa playing (bowing in erhu) demonstrates qi, while 
the left-hand vibrato and slide movements reflect the beauty of yun.121 The expression 
qiyun shengdong 气韵生动 (shengdong 生动: "vividly alive") as an aesthetic principle 
 
Qi of the heart-mind will sound well-paced; (the one with) devious Qi of the heart-mind will sound husky; 
and (the one with) benevolent Qi of the heart-mind will sound mellow…” from Da Dai Liji 大戴禮記 
"Records of ritual matters by Dai the Elder," a collection of ritual observations written during the Former 
Han period 前漢 (206 BCE-8 CE).  
120 In the study of qin playing, da pu 打谱 [literal: making score] is an example of such mental training. 
The practice of da pu is discussed in detail in Bell Yung, “Da Pu: The Recreative Process for the Music of 
the Seven-String Zither,” in Music and Context: Essays in Honor of John Ward, edited by Anne Dhu 
Shapiro, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, 1985), 370–84. 
121 Edward Ho, "Aesthetic Considerations in Understanding Chinese Literati Musical Behaviour," British 
Journal of Ethnomusicology 6 (1997): 39. 
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refers to the manifestation of the flow of vitality in a finished artistic product, achieving 
the union of yin and yang.122 In music, the concept of yun 韵 can mean resonance, 
melodic motion, or musical expression. Most importantly, yun points to a residual feeling 
after the music has ended, the ability to captivate the listener by making it possible to 
hear something beyond the performance itself.123 Apart from the sonic elements, this is 
what makes an ordinary musical performance extraordinary to the Chinese audience. Qi 
is the creative force that begins, sustains, and completes a work of art. It forms the root 
for yun, which is the felicitous expression of qi. In qin playing, in addition to various 
slide techniques contributing to the residual duration of the sound (note-inflection), the 
sound of harmonics often persists after the music ends. The parallel of this "residual 
feeling” appears in many contemporary Chinese violin pieces. An example of violin 
harmonics at the ending can be observed in all three pieces. 
 
Example 1.16. Harmonics at the ending of various movements in the three pieces. 
 
122 At the end of the 5th century, Xie He 谢赫 first coined the phrase qiyun shengdong as the first of the 
"six principles of painting" in his treatise Guhua pinlu xu 古画品录·序 [Commentaries on ancient 
paintings]. 
123 In fact, yun is a traditional aesthetic notion widely applied to various art forms. For example, yun is one 
of the six main principles in Chinese calligraphy, to capture the form but not merely the form. Similarly, in 
Chinese brush painting, the application of yun implies the representation of a motif pictorially but also 
transcending the physical boundaries of the motif to captivate what is harmonious and ethereal. For a 




 The process of interpretation can be understood through the cultural practice of 
intuition and imagination. Intuition refers to a spiritual knowing or inward awareness that 
can be expressed in musical performance. Imagination can be understood as stylized 
imagery responsive to musical sensation, derived from contextual subject matters and 
descriptive (programmatic) associations. The intellectual aspect of imagination can be 
derived from learning, whereas the emotional aspect can be derived from experience. 
Within the intuitive and imaginative approach, further understanding can be found in the 
conventions of symbolism in traditional Chinese music. In Music of the Billion, Liang 
Mingyue describes two broad categories of symbols: the objective (culturally determined) 
and the subjective (culturally motivated).124 
Objective symbolism 
 In objective symbolism, music is designated as the spiritual and acoustical 
reflection of the universe. Objective symbolism in music primarily relates to the physical 
and theoretical properties concerning numerology and cosmology.125 An example is the 
musical counterpart of the Heaven-Earth-Man triad, important in the Chinese system of 
cardinal and ordinal number designations for universal and material forces.126 The 
relationship of Heaven to Earth (3:2) and their unity (5) comprise the basic principle of 
the Chinese theoretical pitch system. The ratio 3:2 refers to the cyclic theory and the first 
 
124 See Liang, Music of the Billion, 176-184. This section on musical symbolism primarily follows Liang. 
125 Ibid., 177-178. 
126 Untill Zhou dynasty, Heaven is represented by huangzhong, Earth by linzhong, and Man by taichu. 
These pitches are the first three pitches of the generation series.  
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five tones, symbolizing not only the harmony (unity) of Heaven and Earth, but also 
“harmony” as culturally defined in the intervallic relationship of the perfect fifth.127 
Within Confucian ideology, objective symbolism in music reflected how human society 
could be regulated to achieve harmony with nature.128 The intervallic relationships were 
carefully regulated by the tuning standard set by the ruling period. Organological 
characteristics, such as instrumental sonority, also conveyed symbolic meaning in 
performance conventions. Ideally, the superior and cultured person would not only 
recognize the sounds of the instruments, but more importantly their contexts.  
Subjective symbolism 
 Subjective symbolism is determined by diverse interacting factors of individual 
creativity and cultural norms. Liang Mingyue describes linguistic and contextual 
associations in three ways: 1) abstract (chouxiang 抽象), 2) impressionistic-
expressionistic (huiyi 会意), and 3) descriptive and programmatic (miaoshu 描述). These 
associations then go through an interpretative and transformational process to recreate 
artistic expressions.129 
 Linguistic and contextual associations include connotative meanings and 
historical implications of the given composition, its title, subtitle, and text. The 
understanding of these implications guides the interpretation of literati music, closely 
 
127 The number five is considered to be the central number of perfection. Beyond the Heaven-Earth unity, 
five appears in other musical concepts, as well as in the five material elements, five directions (four and 
center), and five seasons (four plus a transitional season between summer and fall). 
128 For example, the societal hierarchy was reflected through pitch definition: the gong tone symbolized the 
king, the shang symbolized the minister, and so on.  
129 Liang, Music of the Billion, 180-184. 
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affiliated with the literary arts. The abstract (chouxiang, 抽象) associations can be seen in 
the predetermined functional value of labeled melodies (qupai 曲牌). As discussed 
earlier, these labeled melodies derive from a pre-existing repertory and are subsequently 
absorbed into musical dramas. From the 16th century, they served as on-stage dramatic 
music as well as off-stage incidental music. The qupai practice is extensively developed 
in the classical Kunqu opera, in which there exist at least six major categories of labeled 
melodies: dance, military, wedding, funeral, banquet, and religious-spiritual. The 
audience would understand the associations upon hearing the music and interpret the 
dramatic episode better. In instrumental repertory, the dramatic stock melodies formed 
basic structural material, but with less dramatic associations. 
 The impressionistic-expressionistic (huiyi 会意) level of associations refers to 
imagery stimulated by given conditions pertaining to the general mood and contextual 
meaning of a piece. An example is Youlan (幽兰, “Elegant Orchid”), allegedly composed 
by Confucius himself, preserved in a Tang dynasty (618-907 CE) manuscript. The music 
of Youlan does not ultimately describe or portray the elegance of the orchid, but rather 
the disheartened and rejected feelings of Confucius as symbolized by the orchid.130  
 Many literati compositions have programmatic descriptions in the title, subtitle, or 
text which evoke a direct interpretation by the performer. This is referred to as miaoshu 
(描述), depicting events and subjects within nature, such as flowing streams, geese in 
 
130 According to tradition, Confucius, on his return journey to his home state Lu, was moved by the sight of 
a solitary orchid flower growing in a desolate valley of weeds. Confucius compared this vision to his own 
circumstance (an unappreciated superior man) and composed Youlan under this impression.  
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flight, mountain landscapes, and other traditional aesthetic images. One of the most 
detailed programmatic texts exists in the qin version of the popular Ming dynasty 
composition, Pingsha luoyan (平沙落雁, “Wild Geese Alighting over the Sandy 
Beach”).131 The detailed descriptive subtitles indicate the general context for intuitive and 
imaginary and involvement for the performer and the listener, most of whom already 
familiar with the context. Timbral shadings, tempo variations, vibrato fluctuations, and 
other techniques were used to express imagery, such as the use of ascending portamenti 
to represent the ascending flight of the geese.  
 Linguistic and contextual associations then go through a transformational process, 
where the artist internalizes and recomposes an old piece, shaping it with his personal 
style and philosophy. In traditional pedagogy, the privilege of self-expression comes only 
after years of diligent training. A performance on a high aesthetic level can thus 
transform musical sounds into an acoustical display of ideas and imagination.   
 
131 Besides its lyrical and simple structural material and challenging technical requirements, this classical 
composition is famous for its programmatic imagery. Xiao Lili in his qin essay (Xiao Lili qinshuo 蕭立禮
琴說, 1813) provided suggestive subtitling and descriptions for seven sections plus coda to assist in 
interpretation, such as: “Autumn wild geese in flight crossing the river; as the first goose alights on the 
sandy shore, the other geese- singly, in pairs and more- follow suit.” This practice of descriptive subtitling 




CHAPTER TWO: MA SICONG AND INNER MONGOLIA SUITE (1937) 
2.1 The Composer Ma Sicong 
2.1.1 Life Events 
Ma Sicong (马思聪) was born in Haifeng county in Guangdong province on May 
7, 1912, into a wealthy, scholarly family. He started playing the piano when he was 
seven, and two years later the harmonica and the yueqin (月琴) when he went to the 
Western-style boarding school Pei Zheng School in Guangdong. In the summer of 1923, 
Ma's older brother, who was studying in France, returned home and brought Ma a violin. 
The 11-year-old Ma immediately fell in love with the instrument and decided to follow 
his brother to France to study the violin. In 1925, he was admitted to the affiliate of the 
Conservatoire de Paris at Nancy. Unsatisfied with his progress, Ma moved back to Paris 
and became a student of violinist Paul Oberdoerffer (1874-1941). He was officially 
admitted to the Conservatoire de Paris as its first Chinese student in 1928 after 
Oberdoerffer helped him correct various technical problems. At the conservatory, he met 
Xian Xinghai (冼星海, 1905-1945), who also studied under Oberdoerffer and later 
became one of the most influential composers in communist China. In 1929 Ma returned 
to China and achieved fame as the first Chinese violinist to study abroad, and toured 
widely in Beiping (pre-1949 Beijing), Shanghai, Nanjing, Guangzhou, and Hong 
Kong.132 With a scholarship from the government of Guangdong Province, Ma returned 
 
132 Critics referred to him as the "Wunderkind of the Chinese Musical World", and his music was 
"mesmerizing, and uplifting", and "brought the audience to new levels of excitement and tranquility". He 
met the modern Chinese writer Lu Xun (鲁迅, 1881 – 1936, born Zhou Shuren), who inspired him to 
compose Seven classic poems (古词七首). "Ma Sicong," Guangzhou.chn.info. Retrieved April 01, 2021. 
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to France in 1931 to study composition. Through his violin teacher Oberdoerffer, Ma 
became a student of the Bulgarian-French composer Janco (Janko) Binenbaum (1880 - 
1956).133 The eccentric but knowledgeable Binenbaum had a great influence on Ma's 
composition, and they became close friends.134 
 Ma returned to China in 1932 and taught violin at various institutions. He founded 
the Guangzhou Conservatory of Music (later renamed the Xinghai Conservatory of 
Music) in 1932 together with his colleague Chen Hong. He had also taught at the 
National School of Music (later renamed the Shanghai Conservatory of Music), National 
Central University in Nanjing, and Sun Yat-sen University (also known as Zhongshan 
University) in Guangzhou. During the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945), he was 
the conductor of the Chinese Symphony Orchestra in Chongqing135 and wrote many 
patriotic songs. During this time, he toured South and Southwest China, presenting 
numerous performances for both the extra income and the chance for more people to hear 
 
133 Janco (Janko) Binenbaum (1880 - 1956) was a student of Joseph Rheinberger. He worked as an opera 
conductor in German and French cities, eventually settling in Chevreuse, France. He wrote a considerable 
amount of symphonic and chamber music, colored with Balkan rhythms, none of which was published. 
Nonetheless, Binenbaum found sincere admirers of his works, including the music writer and critic Michel-
Dimitri Calvocoressi (1877 - 1944).  
134 Based on Ma’s personality and temperament, Oberdoerffer recommended Ma to study with Binenbaum. 
“...You need a teacher whose musical style is free and daring...His name is Binenbaum. He is an eccentric 
man, and his works are rarely performed. I spent four months rehearsing his string quartet – it is very 
difficult to play.” For his other Chinese student Xian Xinghai, Oberdoerffer recommended him to study 
composition with Paul Dukas (1865-1935). Ye, A Patriotic Traitor, 79-80. 
135 The Chinese Symphony Orchestra was the first symphony orchestra composed entirely of Chinese 
musicians. It was funded by the Nationalist government, which moved to Chongqing when the war against 
Japan became more widespread. The Sino-Soviet Cultural Association in Chongqing presented the 
orchestra with scores for Russian music by Glinka, Rimsky-Korsakov, Mussorgsky, Tchaikovsky, and 
Borodin. The orchestra was thus able to begin introducing Chinese audiences to Russian national school 
music in a form of socialist music education. Liu, A Critical History, 244-245. 
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his works.136 At the end of the Second Sino-Japanese War, Ma relocated to Hong Kong to 
continue his teaching and performing. Ma even held the position for six months as the 
conductor of the Taipei Symphony Orchestra in 1946. After the People’s Republic of 
China was established in 1949, Ma traveled back to mainland China, intending to work in 
music education. In October 1949, he was appointed the first president of the Central 
Conservatory of Music in Beijing. During his tenure there, he overhauled the curriculum, 
recruited numerous scholars and artists to teach, and sent talented students abroad to 
study. In addition to making significant contributions to the training of Chinese 
musicians, his compositions were published and broadcasted throughout China. From 
1949 to 1956, Ma toured extensively in China with his wife, pianist Wang Muli (王慕
理), and received numerous critical acclaims. Ma also served on the jury for the First 
Tchaikovsky International Competition in March 1958.  
The Cultural Revolution broke out in 1966. Like many artists and educators of the 
time, Ma came under attack as a “bourgeois authority,” and suffered brutal persecution 
and humiliation. The Ma family fled to the United States in 1967, via British-held Hong 
Kong. The Chinese government accused Ma of being a traitor and defector after his 
escape. The charge was not retracted until 1985, a year before Ma’s death. During his 
exile in the US, Ma was invited by the Taiwanese government to visit Taiwan as a solo 
recitalist and an orchestral conductor. During his five visits to Taiwan between 1968 and 
1985, he attended performances of Taiwanese Aboriginal music, which he incorporated 
 
136 He wrote, “People think I am a violinist, but actually I am a composer, and that is what I devote all my 
energy to. But there are no violinists in China, so I have to perform.” Gao Lü, “Daonian Ma Sicong 
xiansheng 悼念马思聪先生 [Mourning Mr. Ma Sicong],” Dagong bao, June 5-6, 1987. 
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in later compositions such as Amei Suite 阿美组曲 (1973) and Gaoshan Suite 高山组曲 
(1973). In his later years, Ma declined teaching positions from several universities and 
instead concentrated on composition. In June 1985, upon hearing the news that his case 
was finally rehabilitated by the central authorities in China, Ma and his pianist wife 
toured around Europe in joyful anticipation of the future. However, Ma never returned to 
his home country again and died from a failed heart operation in Philadelphia on May 20, 
1987, at the age of seventy-five. In 2002, the Ma Sicong Music Center opened in 
Guangzhou Arts Museum in Guangzhou, China. In December 2007, the Chinese 
government held ceremonies for welcoming Ma's ashes to his hometown of Haifeng. 
 
2.1.2 Compositional Influence and Style 
Ma Sicong was among the first generation of Chinese composers, a number of 
Chinese scholars who had studied abroad at the beginning of the twentieth century and 
later returned to become cultural pioneers.137 Ma was one of the first Chinese composers 
to combine Chinese folk music material with eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
European compositional techniques. Ma’s musical output became valuable prototypes for 
later generations of Chinese composers to develop upon. In terms of musical influence, 
Ma was significantly influenced by Janco (Janko) Binenbaum, his composition teacher in 
Paris. Binenbaum demanded that Ma strictly follow compositional conventions in his 
studies but allowed Ma great freedom in his writing. Binenbaum encouraged Ma to study 
 
137 At the beginning of the twentieth century, many Chinese scholars studied abroad and later returned to 
China and became cultural pioneers of the new Chinese culture, including music. 
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and absorb from philosophy, literature, and many other artistic disciplines.138 During his 
time in France, Ma was also greatly impacted by the music of Debussy as well as modern 
figures like Stravinsky.139  
During his first productive period, from 1935 to 1945, Ma wrote piano sonatas, 
string quartets, symphonies, chamber music, solo vocal music, choral music, and much 
music for the violin. Ma’s early works show a strong Western influence in form and 
style, such as Lullaby 摇篮曲 (1935) and Rondo no. 1(1937). A turning point occurred 
when Ma was touring in Beijing in 1936 when he attended a folk musical drama 
performance of jinyun dagu (京韻大鼓).140 The performance inspired Ma to introduce 
Chinese folk music to a wide audience through his compositions. During his extensive 
concertizing, Ma collected local folk tunes for use in his compositions in every province 
in China except for the Tibet Autonomous Region. Ma’s new compositional style 
solidified in Inner Mongolia Suite 內蒙組曲 (1937), its second movement Nostalgia 
becoming a classic during the Second Sino-Japanese War that has remained a frequently 
performed concert piece ever since. In addition to Inner Mongolia Suite, Ma wrote 
several other important violin works which later became models for Chinese violin 
 
138 “Without him,” Ma said, “my compositions might have been tasteless, immature, and incomplete. … 
Mr. Binenbaum is not only my teacher of harmony and composition, but the mentor for my entire artistic 
accomplishment.” Ye, A Patriotic Traitor, 86. 
139 In March 1927, Ma developed a neck condition, and had to stop violin playing. He spent nine months in 
the French coastal city of Berck, going through many works of piano, with Claude Debussy being his most 
favorite. “... Because of my love for Debussy, I have a strong affinity for artists who have the same style in 
other domains, such as Miller, Corot, Maeterlinck, and Rimbaud...” After hearing Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du 
printemps in Paris, Ma wrote: “...It is unhinged joy, all the new attracts me, the old is over. What is the old? 
The old can’t exist...”. Ibid., 61. 
140 Jingyun Dagu (literal, “Beijing rhymes and big drum”) is a form of narrative singing, originated in 
Beijing. Half-speaking and half-singing, the performer narrates classical stories such as Romance of Three 
Kingdoms (三国演义) and Dream of the Red Chamber (红楼梦), while beating a large drum. 
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pedagogy and performance, Tibetan Tone Poem 西藏音诗 (1941), Madrigal 牧歌 
(1944), Autumn Harvest Dance 秋收舞曲 (1944), Rondo no. 1 (1937), and Violin 
Concerto in F major (1944). 
Ma continued to write new music with Chinese elements during his second 
productive period from 1949 to 1956. Over time, Ma gradually began using more 
material from folk music and moved further away from the 1930s European musical style 
he had encountered in Paris. Ma believed that the first phrase or opening melodic idea of 
a folk song is the soul of a composition, and placed primary importance on the treatment 
of such opening material. He felt that one must find the spirit and the color of the opening 
phrase, and then combine it with one’s own musical style.141 Many violin pieces came 
from this period, including, Lyric Tune 抒情曲 (1952), Mountain Song 山歌 (1952), 
Dancing at the Lantern Festival 跳元宵 (1952), Spring Dance 春天舞曲 (1953), Dance 
with the Dragon Lantern 跳龙灯 (1952), Xinjiang Rhapsody 新疆狂想曲 (1954), and 
Rondo no. 2 (1950). 
In his later years, Ma incorporated diverse Chinese artistic source material as 
inspirations to his compositions. His four-act ballet Sunset Clouds 晚霞 (1978) is based 
on a story from the collection of Classical Chinese stories Liaozhai Zhiyi 聊斋志异 
[Strange Tales from a Chinese Studio].142 His love of Chinese romantic poetry is 
 
141 Xia Su, “Postscript,” in Ma Sicong xiaotiqin quji (Beijing: People’s Music Publishing House, 1995). 
142 Liaozhai Zhiyi 聊齋誌異 [Strange Tales from a Chinese Studio] is a collection of Classical Chinese 
stories by Pu Songling (蒲松龄, 1640-1715), a collection of nearly five hundred supernatural short stories 
dating from the late seventeenth century. “Wan Xia 晚霞” [Sunset Clouds] is the name of a female ghost 




reflected in his two suites for solo voice Six Poems by Li Bai 李白诗六首 (1969) and 
Eight Tang Poems 唐诗八首 (1969), as well as his opera Rebia 热碧亚 (1980) based on 
the life and work of an Uyghur poet. When remarking on his music creation in the United 
States in 1981, Ma said: "My artistic source comes from Chinese history and culture, as 
well as Chinese people’s lives. I hope my work can be accepted by my fellow Chinese 
citizens.”143 Violin music from his later life includes Amei Suite 阿美组曲 (1973), 
Gaoshan Suite 高山组曲 (1973), Concerto for Two Violins (1983), Violin Duo (1982), 
Violin Sonata no.3 (1984), Rondo no. 3 (1983), and Rondo no. 4(1984). 
As an early pioneer of new music in China, Ma opposed formulaic creations and 
advocated for composers to continuously innovate.144 He wrote, "...Some people think 
putting twelve semitones in the pentatonic scale destroys the national style, but is it really 
destroying? I think even if it causes a little bit of damage, it is worth trying."145 Contrary 
to the long-standing Chinese tradition of programmatic music, Ma preferred absolute 
music: “...it is my opinion that absolute music is better than programmatic music, and the 
reason lies in that absolute music will always enable new associations."146 Once, Ma 
Sicong was discussing music with Mao Zedong, when Mao said: "Art must be accepted 
by the people." Ma allegedly replied: "No, great works often take many years before they 
 
143 Jingwei Zhang, Ma Sicong nianpu马思聪年谱 (Beijing: China Federation of Literary and Art 
Publishing House, 2004), 70. 
144 Xia Su, “Ma Sicong lun yishu he zhuanye yinyue huodong 马思聪论艺术和专业音乐活动 [Ma Sicong 
on artistic and professional music activities].” Journal of the Central Conservatory of Music 2 (2002): 13. 
145 Ma Sicong, “Tigao duchang duzou shuiping wenti de wojian 提高独唱独奏水平问题的我见 [My 
Views on Improving the Skill of Solo Performance],” People’s Music 2 (1963): 6. 
146 Ma Sicong, Jugao sheng zi yuan (Tianijn: Baihua Literature and Art Publishing House, 2000), 145. 
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can be understood and accepted by the mass."147 It certainly takes an unusual person with 
independent views to issue such a rebuttal to a figure like Mao Zedong.  
 
2.2 Inner Mongolia Suite (1937) 
2.2.1 Overview 
 Originally published as Suiyuan Suite (绥远组曲), the Inner Mongolia Suite (内
蒙组曲) for Violin and Piano, Op. 9 was composed in 1937 after Ma Sicong's return from 
a trip to Suiyuan province. A representative work from Ma’s first mature period, it is an 
early exploration of synthesizing Chinese folk melodies and Western compositional 
techniques, representative of its time. Inner Mongolia Suite consists of three movements: 
Epic (史诗), Song of Nostalgia (思乡曲), and Dance Beyond the Frontiers (塞外舞曲). 
The lyrical second movement, Song of Nostalgia, was written first, its theme unifying all 
three movements. Well received by Chinese audiences, Song of Nostalgia became a 
popular stand-alone concert piece till today.  
 The three movements have distinct individual characters but are organically 
related through the use of Chinese elements in melody, form, and harmony. In terms of 
melody, folk tunes from the Inner Mongolia (Suiyuan) region are used as the main 
themes in all three movements, including Kangding Love Song (康定情歌, or 跑马溜溜
的山上), Riders of the Great Wall (城墙上跑马), and Lady Hong-cai (红彩妹妹).  
 
147 Ziming Chen, “Ma Sicong de renge meili 马思聪的人格魅力 [The Charismatic Ma Sicong],” Journal 
of Xinghai Conservatory of Music 3 (2002): 5. 
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 In terms of form, Ma chose the Western “suite” form, with aspects resembling the 
Chinese “suite” (tao 套, taoqu 套曲) form. First, the long cadenza-like introduction in the 
first movement implies the san 散 [free] character in Chinese pieces.148 Second, similar 
materials are grouped together, as opposed to the Western emphasis of contrasts.149 
Third, the main theme of the second movement, Song of Nostalgia, unifies all three 
movements. Deconstructed into motifs, the second movement theme appears in the 
interludes/middle sections of the two outer movements. The unifying relationship is 
summarized in Table 2.1, where the thematically related materials are indicated. 
Table 2.1. The Main Theme of Song of Nostalgia Unifies All Three Movements. 
 
 Harmonically, Chinese aspects are seen in the overall key plan and the frequent 
uses of parallel intervals, both in the melody and the accompaniment. Between the key 
plans of the three movements, both xuan gong (旋宫, revolving the tonic) and fan diao 
(犯调, changing/invading modes) are frequently used.150 Overall, the first movement (C 
minor/A Yu mode) and the second movement (E major/ E Gong mode) are xuan gong (旋
宫), whereas the third movement is a composite of these two keys. As discussed before, 
 
148 san 散 is a rhythmic format in traditional Chinese music. Its rhythmic form is used in the beginning and 
ending of musical works. For example, a “suite” might have a structure of “散 [free] - 慢 [slow] - 中 
[medium] 快 [fast] - 散 [free]”. See Rhythm and Meters in 1.2.1 Musical Language. 
149 In the Chinese “suite” (tao 套, taoqu 套曲), several similar labeled melodies may be arranged together, 
making a “gradient.” Differing from the Western emphasis of contrasts between movements, this format 
may achieve an organic narrative at the expense of repetitiveness. 
150 The changes of keys and modes in Chinese music involve xuan gong 旋宫 [revolving the tonic] and fan 
diao 犯调 [changing/invading modes]. See Scales and Modes in 1.2.1 Musical Language. 
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the traditional Han Chinese folk music is mostly based on the pentatonic system, 
sometimes hexatonic or heptatonic with added modified notes. Unlike the functional 
Western scale system, each note is relatively independent from each other in the Chinese 
scale, resulting in less internal drive in melody. As an early explorer of the synthesis style 
of Chinese folk melody with Western harmony, Ma Sicong often harmonizes tertian and 
seventh based chords with non-chord tones, adding colors driven by melody. 
 
2.2.2 Analysis of I. Epic 
 In this movement, two of the three main melodic motives were adapted from the 
folk tune Kangding Love Song (康定情歌), popular in the Xikang (西康) region 
(Example 2.1). These two melodic motives (Example 2.2) are the melodic motive of the 
introduction (measures 1-3) and the first melodic motive of the Allegro section (measures 
37-40). As discussed earlier, the second melodic motive of the Allegro section (measures 
61-64) is a variation on the first four measures of the main theme of the second 
movement (Table 2.1, Example 2.1). 
 




Example 2.2. The three melodic motives in “Epic.” 
 The movement can be divided into two big sections: the slow introduction 
(Maestoso, measures 1-36) and the main Allegro section (A B A’ B’ A’’ + Coda) 
beginning at measure 37. The formal structure is shown in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2. Formal Structure of Ma Sicong, Inner Mongolia Suite, “Epic.” 
  
The slow introduction (measures 1-36) is in Maestoso, mostly 4/4 (except at 
measure 28 in 6/4 and measure 36 in free rhythm). Broad and improvisatory, the cadenza-
like introduction is in a san 散 (free) character, typical in the beginning and ending of 
traditional Chinese pieces. This long introduction launches from the opening melodic 
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statement in block chords first in the violin, then answered in the piano, traveling 
between an array of keys (A minor, C minor, E minor, to B minor, and back to A minor). 
The surprisingly frequent modulations are connected by increasingly unwieldy virtuosic 
runs and an abundance of parallel intervals. Harmonically vague moments include 
enharmonic activities in measure 20.  
The dance-like main section begins at measure 37 in A minor (C Zhi mode), in 
Allegro non troppo. The Allegro section is rondo-like (A B A’ B’ A’’), where the 
“interludes” are the similar materials B and B’. It can also be seen as an expanded 
compound ternary form, where the B+A’ portion is repeated and varied. As mentioned 
before, the first melodic motive of the Allegro section (measures 37-40) is related to the 
main melodic motive of the introduction; both adapted from the folk tune Kangding Love 
Song (康定情歌). The accompanying piano chords are mostly functional, emphasizing a 
tonic-subdominant relationship. Since the violin melody is not purely in A minor, but in 
C Zhi mode, the piano writing tends towards C major. The B material (measures 61-64) 
corresponds to the first four measures of the main theme in the second movement 
(Example 2.3). This is one of the ways that the second movement unifies the whole suite. 
The movement ends with a driving coda in Presto in the C Gong mode (C major). 
 
Example 2.3. “Song of Nostalgia,” mm. 1-4 and “Epic,” mm. 61-64. 
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2.2.3 Analysis of II. Song of Nostalgia 
 The second movement was written first, serving as the central musical image that 
unifies the whole suite.151 The basic melody of this movement was taken directly from 
the folk song Horse Running on the Wall (城墙上跑马) in the Suiyuan region (Example 
2.4).152 The whole first verse was used as the main theme, in which Ma aims to express 
the bitter homesickness of refugees displaced by the War (Example 2.5). 
 
Example 2.4. The folk song Horse Running on the Wall (城墙上跑马). 
 
Example 2.5. Ma Sicong, “Song of Nostalgia,” main theme in mm. 1-8. 
 The movement is in five parts, A B C D A’, shown in Table 2.3. Seemingly 
unrelated, the B, C, D parts are all essentially based on the original melody, in an 
 
151 As discussed earlier, this main theme is deconstructed into motifs, appearing in the interludes/middle 
section of the other two movements. See Table 2.1, Example 2.3, and Example 2.7. 
152 In the 1930s, many areas in the North of China were arid. The dirt walls protecting cities were very 
narrow, allowing a horse rider to go in only one direction. 
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emotional “gradient” moving towards the bright and contrasting middle section in E 
major. It can also be viewed as in ternary form, with B and C being an extension of A. 
Table 2.3. Formal Structure of Ma Sicong, Inner Mongolia Suite, “Song of Nostalgia.”  
 
 The A section (measures 1-16) contains the main theme and an almost identical 
repetition. The main theme (measures 1-8) consists of two four-measure phrases, in a “起
承转合” logic typical in Chinese music.153 The melody is in A Yu mode, so Ma set to 
begin the movement in A minor, introducing the folk melody on the lower two strings (G 
and D) of the violin. In the accompanying chords, within the dominant-tonic frame, Ma 
replaces all the dominant seventh chords with minor seventh chords, reducing harmonic 
drive to melancholy (Example 2.6). 
 
Example 2.6. Ma Sicong, Inner Mongolia Suite, “Song of Nostalgia,” mm. 1-8. 
 
153 One of the fundamental concepts of form in Chinese arts, qi cheng zhuan he 起承转合(start-
continuation-change-synthesis) is a four-phase process through which form is conceptually realized and 
unity achieved. It is a basic theory and an aesthetic principal, inherent in most creative works in literature, 
poetry, painting, sculpture, calligraphy, music and dance. Every musical idea has a point of departure 
which carries on until the idea is established, then undergoing development by change or expansion, and 
finally comes to “conclusion” or “synthesis”. See “Linear Thinking” in 1.2.2 Aesthetics. 
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 The B section (measures 17-25) are two four-measure phrase units with an added 
measure in the end. The first three measures are identical both times, with the fourth 
rhythmically altered. The melody (measures 17-18) is similar to the first melodic motif in 
the Allegro section of the first movement in measures 37-40 (Example 2.7). This follows 
the practice of grouping similar musical material together in the Chinese suite, as 
opposed to the Western practice of highlighting contrasts.  
 
Example 2.7. “Epic,” mm. 37-40 and “Song of Nostalgia,” mm. 17-18. 
 The section C (measures 26-48) contains three shorter phrases. The first phrase is 
eight measures in length, divided into two four-measure units. The violin then repeats the 
first phrase an octave higher. A five-measure extension follows, transitioning into the 
middle section D via the note B becoming the dominant in the coming E system in 
measure 48. The contrasting middle section D (measures 49-75) is in the bright E major 
(E Gong mode), commonly interpreted as the joyful memories of home. Measures 49-58 
is a section of written out repetition of double stops, divided into two five-measure units. 
The next four-measure repetition (measures 59-62) is a brief variation of the previous 
phrase in two two-measure units. An ending phrase plus an extension follows in measures 




 At measure 76, the main theme returns in A minor (A Yu mode) an octave higher 
than its original iteration. After two repetitions, there is an extended phrase of eight 
measures, seemingly traveling to a new key area of G Zhi mode. The movement ends in a 
series of ascending parallel fourths into an unresolved dominant harmony in the E Jue 
mode. 
 
2.2.4 Analysis of III. Dances Beyond the Frontier 
 The basic folk tune used in this dance movement is the eight-measure folk song 
Lady Hong-cai (红彩妹妹) from the Suiyuan area (Example 2.8). This folk tune becomes 
two contrasting main melodies: a dance theme in measures 9-16, and a lyrical interlude in 
measures 70-81 (Example 2.9). 
 
Example 2.8. The Folk Song Lady Hong-cai (红彩妹妹). 
 
Example 2.9. Ma Sicong, “Dances Beyond the Frontier,” mm. 9-16 and mm. 70-81. 
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 The structure of this movement is A-B-C-A’-B’-Coda (C’-A), resembling the 
Allegro section of the first movement (Figure 2.4). Overall, the main materials are the 
contrasting A and C sections, so it could also be viewed as a ternary form of A-C-A’-
Coda, where the B sections are connecting material.  
Table 2.4. Formal Structure of Ma, Inner Mongolia Suite, “Dances Beyond the Frontier.” 
 
The first A section (measure 1-43) is in Allegro vivace. Beginning in E major (E 
Jue mode), the thematic material is introduced first by the piano. The violin continues 
with the main theme at measure 9, accompanied by tertian chords decorated with non-
chord tones. The first variation of the main theme follows at measures 19-28. The second 
variation, measures 29-43, includes an extended closing phrase, modulating into the 
connecting B section.  
 The B section, measures 44-69, contains three eight-measure phrases. This 
connecting section features frequent modulations, similar to the introduction of the first 
movement. An abundance of parallel intervals contributes to the harmonic vagueness, 
such as the ubiquitous parallel sixths in the violin and even two different parallel intervals 




Example 2.10. Ma Sicong, “Dances Beyond the Frontier,” mm. 58-59. 
 Slowing to Meno mosso, the contrasting section C (measures 68-104) finally sees 
longer phrases. In addition to being transformed from the folk tune Lady Hong-cai (红彩
妹妹), a fragment of the melody (measures 72-73) is also related to part of the main 
theme of the second movement (Example 2.11). 
 
Example 2.11. “Dances Beyond the Frontier,” mm. 72-73 and “Song of Nostalgia,” mm. 3-4. 
 The A material returns in measures 105-123 (A’), with a version of the main 
theme played in harmonics (measures 125-140). The connecting section B’ that follows 
(measures 141-164) is identical to B, but without the written-out repeats. Ma labels the 
next section (measures 165-186) to be “Coda meno mosso,” which is a repeat of the first 
sixteen measures of C (measures 70-83), extended by six measures. The main theme (A) 
follows in the piano (measures 187-198) in Presto, concluding the movement in A minor 
(A Shang mode).   
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CHAPTER THREE: CHEN YI AND ROMANCE AND DANCE 
3.1 The Composer Chen Yi (1953-present) 
I believe that language can be translated into music. Since I speak naturally in 
my mother tongue, in my music there is Chinese blood, Chinese philosophy and 
customs. However, music is a universal language. Although I have studied 
Western music extensively and deeply since my childhood, and I write for all 
available instruments and voices, I think that my musical language is a unique 
combination and a natural hybrid of all influences from my background. 
-- Chen Yi154  
3.1.1  Life Events 
Chen Yi (陈怡) was born in Guangzhou, China in 1953 into an intellectual 
family. Her parents were both medical doctors and accomplished nonprofessional 
musicians. Chen and her siblings received intensive training in Western classical music 
from an early age.155 Chen herself studied the piano and the violin, growing up listening 
to European classical music from her father’s large collection of recordings. She also 
studied music theory and was encouraged to pursue her interest in composition. During 
the Chinese Cultural Revolution, Chen was sent to the countryside for two years (1968-
1970) for physical labor.156 During this time, Chen went through extraordinary efforts to 
hide and preserve her knowledge and practice of classical music. She labored in the rice 
and vegetable fields, and in the evenings played revolutionary tunes on her violin for the 
farmers, embellishing the simple tunes with Paganini style cadenzas. Despite the 
 
154 John de Clef Piñeiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi.” 
155 Chen Yi’s older sister, Chen Min (b. 1951), is a well-known pianist in Beijing. Her younger brother, 
Chen Yun (b. 1955), is concertmaster of the China Philharmonic and professor of violin at Beijing’s 
Central Conservatory of Music.  
156 In order to fulfill Mao’s “down-to-the-countryside” mandate, about seventeen million students from 
intellectual families were sent to farms and factories to be reeducated in the work of the peasant class.  
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hardship, she remarked that her experience in the rural area has connected her with her 
cultural roots.157  
By the age of 17, she joined the Beijing Opera Troupe in Guangzhou, where she 
led its performances of the model operas (yangbanxi 样板戏) as concertmaster for eight 
years. The orchestral forces in the model operas were larger than in the traditional operas 
and included the blended timbres of both Chinese and Western instruments. Chen had her 
first serious compositional experience in orchestrating and arranging musical interludes 
between scenes. When the restrictions of the yangbanxi repertoire loosened, Chen also 
composed music for the orchestra.158 Through her immersion in the genre of Cultural 
Revolution model operas, she not only learned the traditional instruments and their 
notations, but also acquired the stylistic features of Beijing Opera, which would later 
resurface in many of her compositions.  
After the Cultural Revolution ended, Chen joined the first class of composers to 
enter the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing in 1978.159 There she received 
thorough training in both Western romantic and Chinese traditional music.160 In the 
 
157 “Frankly, it was not until then that I found my roots, my motherland, and really appreciated the simple 
people on the earth and the importance of education and civilization. I learned to overcome hardship, to 
bear anger, fear and humiliation under the political pressure, to get close to uneducated farmers on a 
personal and spiritual level, and to share my feelings and thinking with them, to learn to hope, to forgive, to 
survive, and to live optimistically, strongly and independently, and to work hard in order to benefit more 
human beings in society.” Piñeiro, “Interview with Chen Yi,” 29. 
158 She wrote overtures, incidental music, and orchestral interludes; and she orchestrated the 
accompaniments for arias. She also provided music for concert performances by members of the ensemble. 
Leta E. Miller and J. Michele Edwards, Chen Yi (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2020), 34. 
159 Throughout the country, schools reopened after effectively having been closed for ten years. For the 
class of 1977-78, Central Conservatory accepted less than two percent of around seventeen thousand 
applicants. Central Conservatory accepted Chen Yi to both the violin performance and the composition 
departments, but she could accept admission to only one area. Miller and Edwards, Chen Yi, 35-36. 




1980s, the arrival of lecturers such as the British composer Alexander Goehr161 and the 
Chinese-American composer Chou Wen-Chung162 at the Central Conservatory opened 
Chen and her peers to experimentation with Western contemporary techniques. Chen 
earned a bachelor’s degree in composition in 1983, then became the first Chinese woman 
to earn a Master’s degree in composition in 1986. Chen was highly productive at the 
conservatory. Her 1980 piano piece Awariguli zhuti bianzougqu [Variations on a theme 
of Awariguli] and her 1988 String quartet were performed in Italy and Yugoslavia, 
respectively, to much acclaim. She wrote the first viola concerto of China, Xianshi [Poem 
for strings] (1983, for viola and orchestra), which won the Central Conservatory’s prize 
for composition. Her piano work Duo Ye (1984) was awarded the first prize in the Fourth 
National Musical Works Awards.163  
In 1986, Chen came to the US to pursue her doctorate under the tutelage of Chou 
Wen-chung164 and Mario Davidovsky165 at Columbia University in New York. While 
 
Yi’s compositional style. The full three years of study included vigorous training such as the memorization 
and analysis of folk songs from various regions, quyi (musical storytelling), musical theater (or Chinese 
opera) from various regions sung in dialects, and studies of theory and technique of instrumental music. 
Miller and Edwards, Chen Yi, 41-42. 
161 Chen was one of six students from Beijing and Shanghai selected to take private lessons with the 
Cambridge University professor Alexander Goehr (b. 1932) during his three-week residency in 1980. 
Goehr also presented a general course on modern European and American music to teachers and students 
from conservatories throughout the country. Goehr’s visit marked Chen’s first exposure to contemporary 
procedures such as twelve-tone serialism. Miller and Edwards, Chen Yi, 43. 
162 In 1985 Central Conservatory hosted a visit by Columbia University Professor Chou Wenchung, who 
had traveled to mainland China several times beginning in 1972. Chou presented lectures at various 
institutions in China, and established a Center for US-China Arts Exchange in New York.  
163 Liu, A Critical History, 521. 
164 Chou Wen-chung’s Center for US-China Arts Exchange, founded in 1978, sponsored conferences, 
professional exchanges, field work, children’s education, and artistic productions. Chou’s arts exchange 
program facilitated doctoral education for a group of new wave Chinese composers, including Chen Yi. 
165 Davidovsky was a former director of the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center. He is known for 
the use of new sounds with musical integrity and with attention to critical parameters such as time, space, 
structure, and direction. 
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Chou urged Chen to integrate her Chinese heritage into her compositions, Davidovsky 
provided training in contemporary compositional processes including timing and sonic 
design. Davidovsky guided her dissertation, the Piano Concerto (1992) commissioned by 
conductor Dennis Russell Davies and the Brooklyn Philharmonic.166 During her time in 
New York, she performed in and wrote commissioned works for the Chinese music 
ensemble Music From China. As part of this organization, she also spearheaded a 
composition competition and a quarterly bilingual newsletter entitled Music From China.  
After earning her Doctorate in Musical Arts in 1993, she served as composer-in-
residence for the Women's Philharmonic, the vocal ensemble Chanticleer, and the Aptos 
Creative Arts program in San Francisco from 1993 to 1996. Chen wrote many more 
works than her contract mandated, including Symphony No. 2 (1993), Ge Xu 
(Antiphony) for orchestra (1994), and a large-scale choral work Chinese Myths Cantata 
(1996). Her experience at the Women’s Philharmonic brought to her attention the 
historical gender bias in the field of composition, and she thus became a strong advocate 
for female composers. 
Chen joined the composition faculty of the Peabody Conservatory at Johns 
Hopkins University in Baltimore in 1996 and was there until 1998. During this 
productive two years, she composed her flute concerto Golden Flute (1997); three 
chamber works (Qi for flute, cello, percussion, and piano, 1997; Sound of the Five for 
cello and string quartet, 1998; and Feng for woodwind quintet, 1998); one choral work 
Spring Dreams (1997); and a number of orchestral works including Romance and Dance 
 
166 Miller and Edwards, Chen Yi, 46-47. 
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for string orchestra and two violins (1998), which the violin and piano version (1999) 
discussed in this dissertation is based on. From 1998 until the present day, Chen has been 
the Lorena Searcy Cravens/Millsap/Missouri Endowed Distinguished Professor of 
Composition at the University of Missouri-Kansas City Conservatory of Music and 
Dance.  
Chen has served on advisory councils and boards of the American Composers 
Orchestra, International Alliance for Women in Music, Meet the Composer, and Chamber 
Music America. Elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2005, her 
numerous awards and fellowships include the Charles Ives Living Award from the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters, a Grammy Award for Chanticleer’s album 
Colors of Love, the Guggenheim Fellowship, the Lili Boulanger Award, New York 
University’s Elizabeth and Michel Sorel Medal, the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln 
Center’s Elise Stoeger Award, and four honorary doctorates. Chen’s music continues to 
be commissioned by distinguished musicians and ensembles around the world and is 
published by Theodore Presser Company. 
3.1.2  Compositional Influence and Style 
 Chen Yi’s experiences during the Cultural Revolution were significant in 
shaping her compositional style. During her eight years leading the Guangzhou Beijing 
Opera troupe’s orchestra, she had the opportunities to learn the workings and notations of 
traditional instruments, as well as the practice of blending the different timbres of 
Western and Chinese instruments in the model operas. Through creating overtures and 
interludes for the mixed ensemble, she experimented with composition and orchestration 
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in the hybrid style. The generation of New Wave composers, including Chen Yi, was 
largely influenced by Bartok’s aesthetics and method of creation.167 Both of her main 
composition mentors, Professor Wu Zuqiang168 at the Central Conservatory in China and 
Professor Chou Wen-Chuang at Columbia University in the US, emphasized learning 
from Bartok’s compositional process and style.169 Compared to the revolutionary musical 
language Wu is steeped in, Chou Wen-Chuang used more abstract methods and styles to 
apply Chinese aesthetics into his composition. Chou strongly urged Chen Yi to delve 
deeply into Chinese cultural history to find source materials and link them with avant-
garde compositional techniques. After living in the United States, Chen has gained 
increased cultural self-awareness, which she attributes to her opportunity and ability to 
compare native Chinese culture with the new experiences and perspectives she has 
encountered.170  
In her own words, Chen describes her style as one which, “very rarely employs 
pre-existing material such as tunes from traditional Chinese music, but taps it for its own 
particular charm and tries to re-create that through the use of new concepts and new 
technology.”171 Most of Chen’s music calls exclusively for standard Western instruments; 
 
167 For a discussion on Bartok’s influence on Chinese musical culture, see Hoi-Yan Wong, "Bartók's 
Influence on Chinese New Music in the Post-Cultural Revolution Era," Studia Musicologica 48, no. 1/2 
(2007): 237-43. 
168 At the Central Conservatory, Chen Yi’s main composition teacher was Wu Zuqiang (吴祖强), who 
trained in Moscow, and had led composition works on the model operas under the guidance of Jiang Qing 
during the Cultural Revolution. He had published many theoretical works, and become the head of the 
Central Conservatory in 1982. Wu demanded vigorous training from Chen Yi and encouraged her to find 
her own voice. Miller and Edwards, Chen Yi, 39. 
169 Jennifer Kelly, “Chen Yi,” in In Her Own Words: Conversations with Composers in the United States 
(Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2013), 104. 
170 Miller and Edwards, Chen Yi, 159. 
171 Speech from First Festival of Music by Modern Chinese Composers, held in Hong Kong from June 23-
29, 1986. Full text found in Liu, A Critical History, 743-744. 
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yet almost all of these works draw from Chinese musical culture, including influences 
from folk music, Beijing opera, Chinese speech patterns, and the sounds of Chinese 
instruments. A prevalent feature in Chen's work is her vibrant use of melodies from 
Chinese folk traditions and opera. She has written numerous choral settings of folk tunes 
and often uses folk song themes in her instrumental works. Nancy Yunhwa Rao draws a 
parallel of the vernacular aspect in Chen’s works to Charles Ive’s way of re-inventing the 
European forms of symphony and sonata with vernacular tunes and topics.172 Chen 
classifies her vocal music into three categories: arrangements of folk songs, original work 
in folk style, and more abstract compositions inspired by folk music principles.173 These 
three categories also apply to her instrumental works. Chen frequently references Chinese 
opera aria and recitation styles in both vocal and instrumental compositions, notated with 
precise pitches. Often calling upon both instrumentalists and vocalists to chant, Chen also 
utilizes vocables, syllables imitating Chinese speech patterns, which she draws and mixes 
from diverse regional dialects.174 
Beneath the easily identifiable surface traits such as pentatonic modes, sliding 
tones, and ornamentations, Chen frequently engages Chinese musical practices at a 
deeper level, such as in large-scale structural planning. One such example is the 
persistent influence of the labeled melody Baban, appearing in many of her compositions 
 
172 Nancy Yunhwa Rao, “Cultural Boundary and National Border: Recent Works of Tan Dun, Chen Yi, 
and Bright Sheng,” in Contemporary Music in East Asia, ed. Hee Sook Oh (Seoul: Seoul National 
University Press, 2014), 226. 
173 Miller and Edwards, Chen Yi, 79. Also Kelly, “Chen Yi,” 104. 
174 Chinese folk singing regularly includes vocables (chenci), but different phonemes characterize the 
traditions in various provinces. In her folk song settings, Chen retains these ethnic markers; however, when 
including vocables in compositions that are not folk song arrangements, she often mixes vocables from 
various provinces as a means of enhancing the character of the music. Miller and Edwards, Chen Yi, 165. 
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as a model for melodic, rhythmic, and structural shaping.175 According to Leta Miller, 
there are three layers in Chen’s application of Baban: the melodic quotations function in 
the foreground; the articulated rhythmic pattern on repeated notes viewed as middle 
ground; and the structural framing involving large-scale expansion of the Baban rhythm 
functions in the background.176 Other common themes in Chen’s compositions include 
evocations of Chinese inspirations both aural and visual, creative modifications of 
Chinese traditional musical material, melodic and structural variation processes, 
rhythmically complex ostinati, mixtures of various Chinese regional musical inspirations, 
and musical syncretism that juxtaposes Chinese and Western compositional practices.177  
Chen’s compositional process generally involves an initial mapping of an overall 
structure, which is often based around proportional relationships in general and the 
Golden Section in particular.178 Chen utilizes self-quotation, often reworking earlier 
works into newer works, reflecting a consistency of her compositional language. 
Following the programmatic tradition of Chinese traditional (especially literati) music, 
most of Chen’s instrumental compositions bear descriptive titles. Chen’s work displays 
an acute sensitivity to the cultural context in which she composes. She considers the 
cultural context and the people not as separable, but as an organic whole.179 Like her 
mentor Chou Wen-chung, who maintained that the true role of the Chinese composer is, 
 
175 The labeled melody Baban is discussed previously in Melody and Variation, 1.2.1 Musical Language. 
Chen Yi’s use of Baban is discussed in detail in Leta Miller, "Beneath the Hybrid Surface: Baban as a Tool 
for Self-Definition in the Music of Chen Yi," American Music 37, no. 3 (2019): 330-57.  
176 Miller, Beneath the Hybrid Surface, 355. 
177 Miller and Edwards, Chen Yi, 156. 
178 Ibid., 169. 
179 Kelly, “Chen Yi,” 105. 
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“to contribute to the confluence of musical cultures,”180 Chen reaches out to audiences 
from divergent cultures through her music by highlighting and unifying the beauties in 
disparate cultural traditions. 
 
3.2 Romance and Dance (1999) 
3.2.1 Overview 
 Romance and Dance is a two-movement work, transcribed by Chen Yi in 1999 of 
an earlier version for two violins and string orchestra.181 The first movement, Romance of 
Hsiao and Ch’in, was composed for two violins and string orchestra in 1995, dedicated to 
Yehudi Menuhin and Edna Michell.182  
 In this movement, Western musical instruments replicate the sound of the Chinese 
instruments Hsiao (萧) and Ch’in (qin 琴) in the gentle melodic style of Southern music. 
In line with the programmatic tradition of literary connotations, “Romance” evokes the 
style of a lyrical ballad of sentiments. The second movement, Dance, is adapted from the 
third movement of Chen Yi’s Fiddle Suite (1997), written for Chinese fiddles (huqin, 胡
琴).183 The melodic material is taken from the labeled melody The Night Deepens (Ye 
 
180 Chou, “Whither Chinese Composers?” Contemporary Music Review 26, no. 5-6 (2007): 509. 
181 The original version was premiered by Benjamin Hudson and Wolfgang Kussmaul with the Stuttgart 
Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Dennis Russell Davies, on December 12, 1998. 
182 The original version of Romance of Hsiao and Ch’in was premiered by Shlomo Mintz and Elmar 
Oliveira with the orchestra of St. Luke’s, conducted by Yehudi Menuhin, on “A Benefit Tribute to Yehudi 
Menuhin” at Lincoln Center, August 11, 1996. 
183 Fiddle Suite (1997) was a commission from the Fromm Music Foundation for the Kronos Quartet. The 
three movements are written for three specific types of huqin with string quartet: I. Singing, for erhu (!") 
and string quartet; II. Reciting, for zhonghu (#") with string quartet; and III. Dancing for jinghu ($") 
with string quartet. See Chen Yi, Fiddle Suite: For Huqin (Chinese Fiddles) and Orchestra (1997/2000). 
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shenchen 夜深沉) from Peking Opera repertory.184  
 Several different versions of each movement with different instrumentations exist; 
the first movement was also transcribed for cello and piano, erhu and piano, and for cello 
and string quartet (as part of Sound of the Five). The second movement is also available 
for huqin with string quartet, quintet, string orchestra, or full orchestra as part of Fiddle 
Suite. The interchangeable instrumentation reflects the flexible nature of Chinese 
traditional music.  
 
3.2.2 Analysis of I. Romance of Hsiao and Ch’in 
 
In this version of the ROMANCE, the solo Violin transmits the lyrical 
sense of the Hsiao, expressing my love for humanities, while the piano 
accompaniment, sounding like an enlarged Ch’in, symbolizes nature. 
-- Chen Yi185 
 The first movement, Romance of Hsiao and Ch’in, is an interpretation of two 
Chinese instruments, xiao (萧, hsiao) and qin (琴, ch’in). The xiao is a vertical notched 
bamboo flute of pure tone quality, carrying lyrical melodies through delicate lines, grace 
notes, and silence. As introduced before, the 7-string zither qin is the ubiquitous 
instrument of choice among the Chinese literati, associated with cosmic harmony and 
spiritual enlightenment. Played with both hands, the qin produces various articulations 
through different fingerings of plucking and vibrato. Traditionally, the xiao and qin are 
closely associated in musical material and repertoire, especially in the refined styles of 
 
184 Labeled melodies (qupai 曲牌) are pre-existent melodic models, a basic unit of variation. See Melody 
and Variation in 1.2.1 Musical Language. 
185 Chen Yi, Romance and Dance for Violin and Piano, (King of Prussia, PA: Theodore Presser, 2001). 
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yayue 雅乐 [official, refined music]. The violin in soft dynamics represents the distinctive 
timbre, narrow dynamic range, and pure tone quality of the xiao. Similarly, articulations 
in the piano resemble the various effects of the qin.  
 The movement is in ternary form, A B A’ (Example 3.1). The two slow outer 
sections, A (measures 1-42) and A’ (measures 71-109), both contain two complete 
statements of the melody, plus a transitional section in A and a closing coda in A’. The 
contrasting B section (measures 43-70) breaks down the melody into a developmental 
passage, where the xiao is imitated through tremolo on the violin and the plucking of the 
qin on the piano. The seven subsections (six appearances of the main melody plus the 
developmental passage) are arranged symmetrically in an arch form, with the 
developmental passage at the center, serving as the axis for the entire movement. The 
violin presents the main melody a total of four times and the piano twice.  
Table 3.1. The formal structure of I. Romance of Hsiao and Ch’in. 
 
 The opening melody is in A Gong mode (A pentatonic), indicated by the final A 
in measure 13 (Example 3.1).186 The extended melody is built from two melodic 
 
186 The pentatonic five tones are referred to by their hierarchical name: gong 宫, shang 商, jue 角, zhi 徵, 
and yu 羽. These are relative pitches, equivalent to do, re, mi, so, la in the moveable do solfege system. A 
Gong mode is thus gong, shang, jue, zhi, yu. See Scales And Modes in 1.2.1 Musical Language.  
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fragments (indicated in this analysis as fragment x and fragment y), both initially 
appearing in measure 2. The first fragment x consists of a minor third followed by a 
major second in descending motion. This descending motive appears in various note 
values, including a triplet figure (measures 6, 8, and 10). In measure 10, the first melodic 
fragment x is played twice at a perfect fifth lower than the initial statement. The second 
fragment y is a three-note turn in a short-short-long rhythm. The melodic fragment y is 
presented twice in measures 2 and 3; the second time it is transposed a minor third lower. 
From measures 5 to 6, the melodic fragment y recurs three times in its transposed 
inversion B-C#-B, the last time combined with grace notes (measure 6). These two 
motivic elements become further developed throughout the movement. 
 
Example 3.1. Chen Yi, Romance and Dance, “Romance of Hsiao and Ch’in,” mm. 1-13.187 
 The continuous melody is stretched over the length of thirteen measures. Short 
melodic fragments at the end of sub-phrases are repeated to avoid the sense of ending.188 
 
187 ROMANCE AND DANCE FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO by Chen Yi. Copyright © 2001 by Theodore 
Pressor Co., King of Prussia, PA. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by 
permission, here and in all following musical excerpts from Romance and Dance for Violin and Piano. 
188 Xin Guo, “Chinese Musical Language Interpreted by Western Idioms: Fusion Process in the 
Instrumental Works by Chen Yi,” ed. James Mathes (DMA diss., Florida State University, 2002), 186. 
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For example, a seventh leap up in measure 5 is brought back down to the main note A in 
measure 6 in a sense of repose, but the phrase is carried on by an octave leap (measure 7) 
through an anacrusis of the melodic fragment x. The same anacrusis recurs at the end of 
measure 8, bringing out another two-measure extension. The melody also wavers 
between modes through the variation technique of “borrowing notes.”189 Starting from 
measure 8, a “borrowed note” G appears, a half step lower than the seventh scale degree 
G#, blurring the main note A. From measure 8 to 11, the frequent appearance of the 
fourth scale degree D implies a shift of the main note from A to D, while the mode 
hovers between D Shang and Zhi mode. Finally, the fourth scale degree D is sustained 
after a tenth leap in measure 11 and then leads the melody back to the original mode 
through the first melodic fragment x, ending on the keynote A in measure 13. 
 The main melody is usually accompanied by a counterpart, presented in different 
registers, built on imitation or doubling of fragments from the melody. The imitation 
often occurs at points of repose on sustained notes, such as measure 4. The doubling 
occurs at points of ending in the melody, such as in measures 6. The piano part also 
includes short outbursts of quartal harmony outlining the pentatonic structure, with 
successive leaps of perfect fourths, such as in measure 11. In measures 13-25, the main 
melody is presented in the piano. Starting from measure 25, a transitional section starts to 
break down the melody. The quartal leaps from measure 11 returns in the piano in 
measure 35, leading into the rhythmical B section. 
 
189 Using the technique of jiezi 借字 [borrowing characters/notes], mode changes can occur through 
borrowing notes from relative keys. See Variation Techniques in 1.2.1 Musical Language. 
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 The B section elaborates on the five-note fragment B-E-F#-A-C# in the opening 
melody, outlining the A Gong mode. In the violin part, this motive is stated twice in 
tremolo of sustained notes at measures 43 and 48, the second time an octave lower and in 
reduced rhythmic values. This “melody” of intervallic leaps contrasts with the smooth 
melodic line of the principal theme in the A section. The piano plays the same material a 
quarter note behind the violin melody, starting with octave leaps (Example 3.2).  
 
Example 3.2. Chen Yi, “Romance of Hsiao and Ch’in,” mm. 1-3 and mm. 43-47. 
 Apart from the thematic motive taken from the A section, the piano imitates the 
qin’s various plucking effects in a series of syncopated rhythms, bringing the movement 
to its climax in unison (Example 3.3). The unison texture relates to the style of qizou 齐
奏, a distinct texture in Chinese ensemble music: playing together in unison or octaves on 
the same melody. Slightly different from the definition of tutti in Western music, the style 
of qizou is not necessarily playing the parts in the same register with exact notes of 
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melodies, but with embellishments and combinations that vary depending on the regions 
and types of ensembles. Spanning a large range of five octaves, the active B section lies 
at the center of the movement, in the characteristic texture of heterophony. 
 
Example 3.3. “Romance of Hsiao and Ch’in,” mm. 48-50, mm. 59-61, and mm. 67-68 
 The last section A’ begins in measure 70, a reflection of the A section. This 
section recapitulates the opening material with imitative activities between the two 
instruments. The texture is primarily contrapuntal, with fewer doublings in the piano part 
and more embellishments in the melodic line. In measure 94, the violin starts to state the 
theme one last time an octave above the original, where the melody leaps up instead of 
descending, reaching the upper register on the E string. In soft dynamics despite the high 
register, sustained single notes diminuendo to pianissimo into the violin’s harmonics, a 
ubiquitous ending in qin solo pieces.190 The last pitches, B-G#-F#- E, are transposed from 
the E-C#-B-A from the x fragment in the violin’s opening theme. The piano concludes 
with a qin imitating arpeggio chord, fading into the background (Example 3.4). 
 
190 In the concept of qiyun in Chinese aesthetics, the elusive yun comes from something that still lingers in 
one's mind even after the ending of the piece, the residual duration of the enchanting sound, often achieved 




Example 3.4. Chen Yi, “Romance of Hsiao and Ch’in,” mm. 96-109. 
3.2.2 Analysis of II. Dance 
 
The solo violin plays very fast-moving lines while the accompaniment 
plays the supporting dissonant harmonic progressions. This image 
came from the dancing ink on paper in Chinese calligraphy and the fiery 
moving gestures of the Chinese ancient women dancers. 
-- Chen Yi191 
 This movement was originally the third movement of Chen Yi’s Fiddle Suite 
(1997), written for jinghu and string quartet.192 The pitch material is taken from the 
labeled melody (qupai) The Night Deepens (夜深沉) from the Peking opera repertory. 
First introduced by the solo violin in the beginning, the motivic ideas and rhythmic 
fragments are imitated, transposed, and varied throughout the movement in a gradual 
building of intensity. The visual images of brushstrokes in calligraphy and the bold 
physical gestures of sword dancing are combined in the music through the contrast 
between long sustained pitches and constantly evolving rhythmic groups. The pitches in 
the violin are extended by tremolos into a linear gesture. The piano part adds dense 
texture with dissonant intervals and chords displaced over multiple octaves. 
 The movement is written in two different key signatures, E major (E Gong mode) 
 
191 Chen Yi, Romance and Dance, 2001. 
192 The jinghu (京胡), the leading melodic instrument of Beijing opera, is the smallest member of the huqin 
family—two-stringed bowed fiddles without fingerboards; the hair of the bow passes between the strings. 
The jinghu is exceptionally high-pithed.  
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in the violin and no key signature in the dissonant and chromatic piano part. The jinghu 
playing style is evident from the notated slides and tremolos in the solo violin opening 
(Example 3.5). The high register resembles the characteristic high-pitched singing in 
Peking opera. The rhythmic chordal material in the piano imitate the Peking opera 
percussion. Other aspects evoking the traditional musical styles include frequent use of 
grace notes, mordents, syncopated accents, and consecutive accented notes. Both 
instruments shift in and out of solo and unison passages between lots of imitation and 
counterpoint, alternating the texture. 
 The author has interpreted the form of this movement to be similar to sonata form 
(Table 3.2), mainly based on the organization of keys. The different materials are 
organically related, where each unit repeats with different subtleties in a linear series. As 
in Chinese traditional music, the motivic material are developed based on the skeletal 
melody through repetition and variation of shorter phrases. 
 Table 3.2. The formal structure of II. Dance 
 
 The solo violin opens to introduce the jinghu thematic material in two long 
phrases: slow (♩= 54, measures 1-7) and fast (♩= 108, measure 8-19). Characteristic 
intervals from the labeled melody The Night Deepens are heard in the first two measures 
(Examples 3.5 and 3.6), including an ascending fourth (B-E), a descending third (F#-D#), 
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and a descending second (D#-C#). The melodic line is repetitive and spontaneous at the 
same time, achieved through the variation technique of jiahua 加花 [adding notes], an 
improvisatory process based on the skeletal notes of the tune. Even though the opening 
statement (measures 1-7) is marked 2/4, its gradual acceleration resembles the “free 
tempo” sanban (散板, “loose beat”) characteristic in introductory sections of Peking 
opera. The second long phrase (measure 8-19) consists of even 16th notes, resembling the 
fast transitional music (过场) in Peking Opera. The rhythmic diminution from eighth 
notes to sixteenth notes creates a forward-moving drive. The rest of the movement builds 
almost entirely on variations of these two fragments. 
 
Example 3.5. The Labeled Melody, The Night Deepens (Ye shenchen !"#). 
 
Example 3.6. Chen Yi, Romance and Dance, “Dance,” mm. 1-8. 
 Measures 20-53 vary the opening material in character and style, blending the 
linear sustained pitches in the violin with the vertical, percussive rhythmic groups in the 
piano. Beginning with the pickup note to measure 20, the violin plays small motivic 
fragments in sustained notes of tremolo, resembling the jinghu technique of dougong (抖
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弓 bow-shaking), typical in transitional music in Peking opera. The piano enters in 
measure 21, imitating the percussion effects in Peking opera. The piano part introduces 
several motives, including an Alberti figure in the right hand (thirds), an ascending major 
seventh in the left hand (present in measure 10 in the opening violin solo), along with a 
supporting chromatic run (Example 3.7). 
 
Example 3.7. Chen Yi, Romance and Dance, “II. Dance,” mm. 20-24. 
 The violin introduces a new motive of E-G#-C#-B in measures 30-32, derived 
from the opening melody, most evident in measure 4 (Example 3.8). The sixteenth-note 
group of B-C#-D#-C# in measure 37 comes from the material in measure 13. 
 
Example 3.8. Chen Yi, Romance and Dance, “Dance,” mm. 4-5 and mm. 30-32 
 The development section (measures 53-171) consists of imitative contrapuntal 
writing, frequent modulations, and evolving rhythms. The piano starts with variations of 
both the violin’s motivic fragments and the piano’s rhythmic material from the previous 
section, transposed down a fifth. The violin comes in at measure 63 with the inverse of 
the material at measure 31. Beginning at measure 85, the piano part imitates and 
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elaborates the gestures from the violin part in a chromatic fashion (Example 3.9). A 
continuous sixteenth-note subdivision evolves into sextuplets and quintuplets in canonic 
arrangements.  
 
Example 3.9. Chen Yi, Romance and Dance, “Dance,” mm. 85-87. 
 At measure 93, the piano restates the familiar figure of the rising seventh in a 
transitional passage to reintroduce a fragment of the violin solo at measure 102 
(corresponding to the material at measure 12). The piano figuration appears in the key of 
C and is imitated an octave lower in the same rhythmic pattern but one sixteenth note 
apart (Example 3.10). 
 
Example 3.10. Chen Yi, Romance and Dance, “Dance,” mm. 93-98. 
 Starting from measure 113, the piano’s rhythmic groupings shift to three-beat 
groups through accents, against the 2/4 in the violin, creating a subtle textural difference. 
At measure 124, both instruments play the accompanimental figure of the seventh from 
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measure 93 one half-step higher, in unison for the first time. The texture thickens, and the 
rhythmic activity intensifies, building towards a climax at measure 138. In the sequence 
of chromatic passages starting at measures 138 (transformed from the chromatic material 
from measure 85), the amplified rhythms of sixteenth notes quicken and expand from 
quintuplets (measure 138) into sextuplets (measure 146), and then thirty-second notes 
(measure 158). At measure 146, the motion of the piano’s imitative activity changes from 
cyclic to a linear direction, under the violin’s sustained tremolos. This is followed by a 
sequence of emphatic triplets (measure 164) in rhythmic unison, propelling the music 
towards recapitulation (Example 3.11). 
 
Example 3.11. Chen Yi, Romance and Dance, “Dance,” mm. 164-170. 
 The recapitulation begins at the pickup to measure 172, where the motivic 
material and thematic statement from the B section (measures 20-52) return at full length 
in the piano part, in the original key of E (Example 3.12). Measures 172-198 correspond 
to measures 53-79, with the left- and right-hand materials reversed. Measures 181-186 
correspond to measures 62-77, with the violin melody (measure 181) a fifth above (of 
measure 63). 
 The fast tempo (Più mosso) continues to build to the coda (Agitato) at measure 
204. Here, accented triplet chords interrupt the frenzied rhythmic drive abruptly 
(Example 3.13). The heterophonic qizou texture (playing together in unison or octaves 
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but not necessarily the same notes or rhythms) mimics the Peking opera percussion, 
dragging towards the climax in a continuous “short-long” triplet pattern. At the climax of 
measure 216, violin tremolo over the agitated chromatic runs in the piano. The movement 
humorously ends on C. 
 
 Example 3.12. Chen Yi, Romance and Dance, “Dance,” mm. 171-176. 
 




CHAPTER FOUR: BRIGHT SHENG AND THREE FANTASIES (2006) 
 
4.1 The Composer Bright Sheng (1955-present) 
 
When I was small, I was told a story about a garden of treasure with a secret 
entrance. Everyone searched and searched for this garden until, after a very 
long time, the door finally opened itself and there was no treasure in the garden! 
But the experience of searching taught people lessons about life. I like this story 
because writing music is like searching for the garden of treasure. In the end, 
maybe the purpose of the search is the search itself, through which we learn 
about composing. 
-- Bright Sheng193 
4.1.2 Life Events  
Bright Sheng (Sheng Zongliang 盛宗亮) was born in Shanghai on December 6, 
1955, into a middle-class intellectual family. Sheng began studying the piano with his 
mother at age four and often attended classical music concerts. During the Cultural 
Revolution, at age fifteen, Sheng was sent to the rural areas of Qinghai, a Chinese 
province bordering Tibet. For seven years, Sheng performed as a pianist and 
percussionist in the provincial music and dance theater, where he also had the chance to 
start conducting and arranging music.194 While collecting and studying folk music of the 
region, Sheng realized that music was for the locals a necessity instead of a luxury, and 
this had a great impact on his thinking of music.195 When China’s universities reopened 
 
193 Ann McCutchan, “Bright Sheng,” in The Muse That Sings (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999): 
209. 
194 Ibid., 204. 
195 “...In Shanghai, I had a middle-class lifestyle. Music was a part of the culture. … But in Tibet, the 
basics of life were minimal, but people would still sing folk songs. … That was my first encounter of very 
rural down-to-earth basic musical elements that reflect human emotions.” Frank J. Oteri, “Bright Sheng: 




in 1978, he was among the first students admitted to the Shanghai Conservatory of Music 
where he earned a degree in composition.  
In 1982 Sheng moved to New York City and attended Queens College, CUNY, 
where he studied composition with George Perle and Hugo Weisgall, Schenkerian 
analysis with Carl Schachter, and earned his MA in 1984. He earned his DMA in 1993 
from Columbia University where he studied composition with Chou Wen-Chung, Jack 
Beeson, and Mario Davidovsky. In 1985, as a student at Tanglewood Music Center, he 
met Leonard Bernstein who later became his mentor. Sheng studied composition and 
conducting with Bernstein privately and worked as his assistant until Bernstein’s passing 
in 1990.196 In aspiration of Bernstein’s model of being a well-rounded musician, Sheng 
maintains an active performing career as a conductor and concert pianist.  
Sheng has served as composer-in-residence for the Lyric Opera of Chicago 
(1989–1992), the Seattle Symphony Orchestra (1992–1995 and 2000-2001), and the New 
York City Ballet (2006-2008), among others. Sheng has also been composer-in-residence 
at numerous summer festivals including La Jolla Chamber Music Summerfest, Santa Fe 
Chamber Music Festival, Bowdoin International Summer Festival, and Brevard Music 
Center. His many honors include Guggenheim (1990), Naumberg (1990), Rockefeller 
(1991), and MacArthur (2001) foundation fellowships, a Kennedy Center award (1995), 
and an ASCAP Concert Music Award (2002). In 1999, at the invitation of President 
Clinton, Sheng received a special commission from the White House to create a new 
 




work honoring the visiting Chinese Premier, Zhu Rongji. The resulting Three Songs for 
Pipa and Cello was premiered by Wu Man and Yo-Yo Ma during the state dinner hosted 
by the Clintons. Sheng has been teaching composition at the University of Michigan 
since 1995, where he is the Leonard Bernstein Distinguished University Professor of 
Music. Proclaimed by the MacArthur Foundation in 2001 as, “an innovative composer 
who merges diverse musical customs in works that transcend conventional aesthetic 
boundaries,”197 Sheng’s music has been widely performed around the globe and is 
published by G. Schirmer.  
4.1.2 Compositional Influence and Style 
Sheng has described his biggest compositional challenge as integrating Asian and 
Western cultures without compromising the integrity of either.198 Like many other New 
Wave Chinese composers, Bright Sheng credits Bartók as a major influence, especially in 
how Bartók managed to retain both the “primitive and savage” sounding Eastern 
European folk elements and the refined quality in the Germanic classical music 
traditions.199 Another significant influence on Sheng’s composition was his five years of 
studies with Leonard Bernstein. Bernstein encouraged Sheng's interest in combining 
Eastern and Western musical styles, telling him that “all music is fusion.''200 Having 
 
197 Bright Sheng, “Biography,” http://brightsheng.com/bio.html. 
198 Zhang Weihua, "Sheng, Bright," Grove Music Online, ed. Deane Root, accessed 18 March, 2020. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com. 
199 McCutchan, “Bright Sheng,” 209. 
200 “...Only after knowing him (Bernstein) for a year I dared to ask him whether he thought a fusion of 
Eastern and Western music was actually possible. He (Bernstein) said: ‘Shame on you! What do you mean 
fusion? Stravinsky is fusion. Shostakovich is fusion. Debussy is fusion. Brahms is fusion with folk music. 




worked for the music and dance troupe of Qinghai Province on the Tibetan border during 
the Cultural Revolution, Sheng was steeped in both Chinese and Tibetan musical 
influences before moving to the US.201 After coming to America in 1982, Sheng delved 
deep into the Western classical tradition, especially in the music of Bartók, Stravinsky, 
Ravel, Hindemith, Ligeti, and the music of his teachers. From his diverse studies, Sheng 
reached the conclusion that throughout music history, the expression of human emotions 
has always been the most important factor in empowering a musical work.202 
Sheng’s works are well known for their dramatic style and historical significance. 
Two of his major orchestral works, H’un: In Memoriam 1966-76 (1988) and Nanking! 
Nanking!—a Threnody for Pipa and Orchestra (2000), as well as his opera Madame Mao 
(2003), were inspired by events in modern Chinese history. The orchestral work that 
established Sheng’s reputation as a composer, H'un (‘Lacerations’): In Memoriam 1966-
76 (1988), was his landmark portrait of the Chinese Cultural Revolution. Commissioned 
and premiered in 1988 by the New York Chamber Symphony, the work is strongly 
rhythmic and percussive in nature, built entirely on the dissonant interval of a minor 
second. In addition, Sheng often draws inspiration from diverse cultural traditions. The 
opera Song of Majnun (1992), based on a 12th-century Persian love story but using 
Tibetan folk melodies, explores disparities between Chinese, Tibetan, and European 
styles.203 Appointed the first resident composer of New York City Ballet, Sheng 
 
201 Rao, “Cultural Boundary and National Border,” 229. 
202 Peter Chang, "Bright Sheng's Music: An Expression of Cross-cultural Experience-illustrated through 
the Motivic, Contrapuntal and Tonal Treatment of the Chinese Folk Song The Stream Flows," 
Contemporary Music Review 26, no. 5-6 (2007): 621. 




composed the ballet score Just Dance in 2009. Merging African-Cuban, Chinese, and 
European music traditions, the three-movement work features a percussion section 
comprised of bongos, congas, small Peking Opera gongs, and temple blocks.204 
Peter Chang summarizes Sheng’s style as characterized by an affinity towards the 
following elements: tonal language (modality), motivic development, driving rhythm, 
melodic lyricism, dramatic contrasts, and a sense of proportion and balance.205 Culturally, 
Sheng proclaims that he is 100% Chinese and 100% American, his works representing 
the best of both cultures in fusion.206 Musically, Sheng identifies his style as a conceptual 
fusion of Western polyphonic vertical structure with Chinese monophonic linear 
structure.207 Sheng strives to maintain a balance between the intuitive and the logical 
aspects of composition, describing his compositional process as beginning in a long 
period of thinking and ending in a short period of composition at the piano.208 Sometimes 
inspirations would come to him in the form of a dream, as in the case in the first 
 
Andrew Porter, The Song of Majnun was premiered in 1992. “The story of Majnun is symbolic. On one 
level, it is almost autobiographical, telling a love story between China and me, with Layla representing 
China and Majnun representing me. The metaphor has become especially meaningful since the recent 
turbulence in China. Majnun is a tragedy. It is also a love song.” Bright Sheng, Composer’s notes to Bright 
Sheng, The Song of Majnun: Opera in One Act. (Hollywood, CA: Delos, 1997): 4-5. CD. 
204 Rao, “Cultural Boundary and National Border,” 229. 
205 Chang, "Bright Sheng's Music," 622. 
206 Oteri, “Bright Sheng.”  
207 Within a polyphonic texture of two or more melodic lines, each line is independent and yet together 
they are interdependent. By maintaining flexible linear melodic lines rhythmically while carefully 
constructing polyphonic counterpoint, the linear (Chinese) and vertical (Western) concepts are brought 
together in a single structure. From Bright Sheng and Andrew Porter’s conversation with Tom Suhbolt, 
recorded at the end of The Song of Majnun, Delos CD, 1997. 
208 “...I think about a piece I’m working on for quite a long time. I think about it a little bit every day, so by 
the time I finish the preparation period, I can actually sit down at the piano to write it down. It usually goes 
rather fast at that point...” and “...I’m always thinking about the new piece...This is especially true if it’s a 
work with a large scope, like an opera or orchestral work. I will form what the piece is like in my head, and 
then I can write it all out.” Robert Raines, “Bright Sheng,” in Composition in the Digital World: 
Conversations with 21st Century American Composers (New York: Oxford University Press, 2015): 205. 
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movement, Dream Song, in Three Fantasies.209 Combining his knowledge of Chinese 
modal theory with his skill in Western harmonic language and orchestration, Sheng 
places great emphasis on developing strong compositional techniques in order to express 
one’s individual voice freely.210 On the challenge of writing for a global audience, Sheng 
notes: 
I think less and less about whether some element I am using is Chinese or 
Western. I write whatever excites me while continuing to study both cultures, 
hoping that Western audiences don't feel they need to understand Chinese music 
in order to appreciate me, or that Chinese audiences feel that they need to 
understand Western music.211 
 
4.2 Three Fantasies (2006) 
4.2.1 Overview 
 Three Fantasies for Violin and Piano was jointly commissioned by the Library of 
Congress and La Jolla SummerFest, which celebrated its 25th anniversary in summer 
2006. It premiered on May 19th, 2006, at the Library of Congress in Washington DC by 
violinist Cho-liang Lin and pianist Andre Schub. The three movements come from three 
seemingly very different inspirations, thus the title. The first movement, Dream Song, is 
based on a simple tune played by the violin and piano from Sheng’s dream. The second 
 
209 One striking example of this phenomenon occurred while Sheng was composing the four-movement 
orchestral work China Dreams (1992-1995). After writing the first three movements, Sheng dreamed of 
being in the first orchestra reading of the last movement. He was able to compose the beginning of the 
fourth movement according to what he had heard in his dream. McCutchan, “Bright Sheng,” 204-205. 
210 “...I think everything in a way is autobiographical. The important thing is how you translate that—your 
life experiences, your personality, your attitude—into your work without any hindrances. That’s where 
technique comes in; that’s how well you’ve learned your craftsmanship so you can express yourself 
freely.  ... I think that the essence for any creative artist is to really express your life experience and your 
way of looking at the world through your work...” Oteri, “Bright Sheng.” 
211 McCutchan, “Bright Sheng,” 209. 
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movement, Tibetan Air, is inspired by Tibetan folk singing with seemingly random 
vertical rhythms and straightforward horizontal long-breath motion. Following without 
pause is the third movement, Kazakhstan Love Song, based on a captivating folk song 
Sheng encountered in the Chinese part of Kazakhstan during the summer of 2000.212 
4.2.2 Analysis of I. Dream 
 The first movement, Dream Song, is based on a simple tune played by violin and 
piano from Sheng’s dream.213 A short prelude to the other two movements, this 
movement is in a three-part form (Table 4.1). The two instruments mostly move 
horizontally together, frequently sharing the same melody in the pentatonic Yu mode in 
unison or parallel fifths (or fourths). Two main melodic ideas, x (mm. 1-10) and y (mn. 
11-17), alternate in order through the three short sections. The movement is in a slow 
tempo (♩= 63-69), in dolce and soft dynamics throughout. 
Table 4.1. Formal Structure of Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Dream Song.” 
 
 Solo violin starts the fluid melody in A Yu mode from measures 1 to 10 (Example 
4.1). The melody consists of mostly consonant intervals, except for a major-ninth from 
G5 to A4 in measure 8. The primary tonal center is on the note A, although the note G is 
 
212 Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies for Violin and Piano, (New York, NY: Milwaukee, WI: G. Schirmer; 
Distributed by Hal Leonard, 2008). 
213 Frequently featured in Sheng’s compositions, the theme “dream” is also seen in his opera Dream of the 
Red Chamber, the orchestral China Dreams, and Spring Dreams for cello and Chinese traditional orchestra. 
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also emphasized. The melody flows past the quarter rest between measure 4 and measure 
5, marked by a slur on the last G of measure 4, flowing towards the A of measure 5 in a 
whole step. This end of the phrase slur gesture is seen throughout the movement. The G 
does not resolve to A until the very end (measure 43). 
 
Example 4.1. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Dream Song,” mm. 1-10.214 
 In measures 11-17, the harmony thickens slightly with the violin and piano 
playing in octave unison for three measures before diverging into parallel fifths under a 
similar melodic contour (Example 4.2). A fifth below the violin, the piano line includes 
two leaps of ninths in measures 14 and 16. 
 
Example 4.2. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Dream Song,” mm. 11-17. 
 Starting from measure 18, the violin (E Yu mode) and the piano right-hand (Bb Yu 
mode) moves in perfect fourths. Starting from the second half of measure 20, the piano 
left-hand is added in octaves with the right-hand. Three octaves apart from the left hand, 
 
214 THREE FANTASIES FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO by Bright Sheng. Copyright © 2006 by G. Schirmer, 
Inc. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission, here and in all following 
musical excerpts from Three Fantasies for Violin and Piano. 
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the piano right-hand melody is even higher than the violin, creating an interesting sound 
effect, albeit a difficult tuning moment. (Example 4.3) 
 
Example 4.3. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Dream Song,” mm. 17-22. 
 The beginning melody returns in the piano right hand in measure 30 in the 
original mode (A Yu mode). The violin starts a fourth below and drops even lower in 
register in measure 34. At measure 40, through a leap up in the violin and a leap down in 
the piano, both parts play an ending phrase based on the beginning of the second melodic 
idea y (that first appeared in measure 11), first in fifths, then in octaves until the end. The 
violin ends on the note G, while the piano continues one eighth more and ends on the 
note A, slurring into the rests and one more measure of rest. On the one hand, this is 
finally a “resolution” to A, on the other hand, a silent continuation into the “dream.” 
4.2.3  Analysis of II. Tibetan Dance 
The second fantasy, Tibetan Air, is inspired by a form of Tibetan folk song 
singing [in] which vertically the meter and rhythm seem to appear randomly, 
but horizontally the singing is presented in a very straightforward long-breath 
motion. It might give the listener an unwieldy ‘wild  ’feeling; yet it is utterly 
attractive. 
-- Bright Sheng199 
 The second movement, Tibetan Air, draws inspiration from the Tibetan musical 
styles such as the Layi, a type of love song sung by mountain laborers from the Eastern 
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Tibet region. In addition to the melismatic melody, Tibetan musical elements can be 
observed in the ornamentations (especially grace notes and mordents), the percussive 
rhythmic effects, the dissonant timbres, and the linear chant-like motions. In addition to 
the frequent appearance of parallel intervals (fourths and fifths), dissonant intervals such 
as the tritone and major seventh are emphasized. The tempo changes outline its three-part 
structure, the third section integrating material from the first two (Table 4.2).  
Table 4.2. Formal Structure of Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Tibetan Air.” 
 
 
 Before the movement begins, a muted low piano chord sets a resonating stage, the 
notes silently depressed and held with the sostenuto pedal until the end of measure 45. A 
dramatic short introduction in measures 1-4 features major sevenths in glissandos on the 
violin and percussive chords on the piano spanning over six octaves (Example 4.4). 
Beginning in the extreme dynamic of ff and crescendoing to fff, the dissonant gesture of 
the accented major seventh dyad A4-G#5 sliding up to Ab5-G6 is repeated three times on 
the violin, drawing attention to the note G#, which will start the main melody in measure 
5. The percussive piano chord consists of a major seventh in the left hand and a Viennese 
trichord (prime form 016, Forte number 3-5) on the right hand with a tritone at the top. 
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This punctuating rhythmic gesture, reminiscent of the sounds of Tibetan drum and 
cymbals, appears throughout the movement. 
 
Example 4.4. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Tibetan Air,” mm. 0-4. 
 In measures 5-8, the melismatic primary theme is introduced by the violin on the 
G string against an open D string drone of matching rhythmic groupings (Example 4.5). 
This brings to mind the Tibetan religious vocal music dbyangs in the low voice range, 
and the overtone singing technique in Buddhist chanting. The frequent G#s of the G# 
Shang mode create grating tritones against the constant open D. The violin melody is 
accompanied by a dark sonority of an arpeggiated “chord” with the left palm striking 
strings inside the piano from the lowest A through and including the B a major ninth 




Example 4.5. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Tibetan Air,” mm. 5-8. 
 The major seventh glissando (violin) and the percussive chords (piano) from the 
introduction (measures 1-4) appear again after the end of the first phrase in measure 9, 
this time highlighting the note A, where the next phrase of the melody (measures 11-13) 
starts on. Now in A Yu mode, the violin melody is on the D string and against an open G 
string drone, bringing out the dissonant major ninth (G3 and A4). The piano reiterates the 
first segment of the main theme in D-sharp Shang mode, a fourth degree below the 
original, in measures 10-12. The quarter note triplets in the piano create a polyrhythm of 
two against three under the eighth note triplets in the violin (Example 4.6), a prominent 
rhythmic feature maintained between the two instruments throughout the movement. 
From then on, the piano plays fragments of the main melody as counterpoint, often in 
parallel fourths or fifths, punctuated with the dissonant and percussive chords from the 
introduction. A cluster of sixteenth note sextuplets at the end of measure 13 lead into the 
next subsection (measures 14-26), a pattern that continues to repeat at the end of phrases, 




Example 4.6. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Tibetan Air,” mm. 10-13. 
 Starting from measure 14 (the melody now in Bb Zhi mode), the opening gesture 
of the major seventh glissando is now incorporated into the melody itself, becoming a 
portamento expression. The melody travels through B Zhi mode (measures 19-26) and 
reaches C Yu mode at measure 26, a tritone up from the opening melody in G#. Around 
this area the piano plays its quarter note triplet lines in parallel fifths (measures 27-29) 
and fourths (measures 32-33). At measure 35, the violin melody has been built up to a 
climactic fff in stratospheric octaves. The piano extends the flurry of ascending runs on 
the violin at measures 35 and 38, and in between has more heightened activities in eighth-
note triplets instead of quarter-note triplets. After the violin melody trails off in measure 
42, the percussive chords on the piano expand until eventually encompassing a minor 
ninth over six octaves (A1-Bb7) in measures 44-45, a dramatic ending to the first section. 
One measure of silence ensues.  
 The second section, measure 47-67, is faster (Poco più mosso, ♩= 76) and features 
flowing sixteenth-note quintuplets as a fluid “melody”, moving surreptitiously through 
various anhemitonic pentatonic modes (Example 4.7). This section can be divided into 
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three subsections: the first, where the quintuplets are soft and slurred (measures 47-53); 
the second, where the quintuplets builds up to an emphatic clamor with accented 
articulations and become sextuplets (measures 54-60); the third, where the sextuplets fade 
back into the soft and slurred atmosphere (measures 60-67). The piano right-hand 
produces matching quintuplets underneath the violin, hovering between parallel fourths, 
fifths, and tritones. The resulting chant-like linear motion is accompanied by quarter-note 
triplet block chords of the Buddhist temple bell effects. At measure 62, the roles of the 
piano two hands briefly exchange; from there the quarter-note triplets become eighth-
note triplets, gradually returning to the main theme. 
 
Example 4.7. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Tibetan Air,” mm. 47-49. 
 The last section, from measure 68 to the end, integrates the patterns and motives 
from the previous two sections. From measures 68 to 84, the violin recapitulates the main 
theme in an abridged version based on the first section, in three phrases (measures 68-72, 
72-76, 77-84). In the first phrase (measures 68-72), the piano right hand plays in octaves 
matching the triplet pattern in the violin melody (in the original G# Zhi mode against an 
open D drone), but one beat ahead and in F# Zhi mode. The piano left hand continues the 
flowing sextuplets from the middle section as an underlying current (Example 4.8). In the 
second phrase (measures 72-76), the piano right hand plays matching triplets in octaves a 
fourth below the violin line. The accented quintuplets from the middle section appear in 
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octaves in the piano in the third phrase (measures 77-84), supporting the violin’s 
emphatic octave melody. 
 
Example 4.8. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Tibetan Air,” mm. 68-70. 
 The movement ends with a “coda” of propelling accented quintuples in the violin 
heading towards a tonal center of D accompanied by the percussive piano chords, 
eventually turning into consonant fifths (measures 87-89). The block chord silently 
depressed on the piano in the beginning of the piece is played once again at the end, now 
in ffff, leading directly into the third movement. 
4.2.4 Analysis of III. Kazakhstan Love Song 
(The third movement) is based on a folk song I heard while traveling in the 
Chinese part of the Kazakhstan during the summer of 2000 when I was 
researching ethnic music along the ancient Silk Road Route. Although I did not 
understand the lyrics, I was immediately drawn by the sheer beauty and tinge 
of sadness in the melody. 
-- Bright Sheng199 
 
 The third movement, Kazakhstan Love Song, is based on a folk melody Sheng 
collected in the Chinese part of Kazakhstan. This atmospheric movement is in three parts 
(Table 4.3). Kazakhstani musical elements are found in the varied meters, frequent 
ornaments, and altered sonic texture achieved through extended techniques on the violin. 
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Table 4.3. Formal Structure of Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Kazakhstan Love Song.” 
 
 From the chords held at the end of the second movement emerges a slow 
lamenting melody on the violin in C Yu mode, accompanied by distant chords on the 
piano with occasional ripples (arpeggios) in the water (Example 4.9). In addition to 
ornaments in the forms of grace notes, glissandos, and mordents, three fermatas (at 
measures 4, 5, and 12) are placed on key notes (C, C, and Eb) for a rubato emphasis. The 
feathery arpeggiations and the accented passing tone motive (measure 6) in the piano 
appear in various formats later in the movement. 
 
Example 4.9. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Kazakhstan Love Song,” mm.1-5. 
 At measure 19, the piano right hand plays an imitative counterpoint after the 
violin melody based on eighth note triplets, while the left hand elaborates on the scale in 




Example 4.10. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Kazakhstan Love Song,” mm. 19-20. 
 At measure 31, the violin plays accented quintuplets in pizzicato, perhaps 
emulating the plucked sound of the dombra (dombyra), a long-necked Kazakh and 
Bashkir lute. The melody is played by the piano left hand, in G Yu mode, underneath 
nonuplets of thirty-second notes (Example 4.11).  
 
Example 4.11. Bright Sheng, Three Fantasies, “Kazakhstan Love Song,” mm. 31-32. 
 Next comes a dramatic build-up (measures 38-43), the two instruments set mainly 
in horizontal contrary motion, both rhythmically complex. The violin ascends in a series 
of parallel fourths, eventually to a series of Viennese trichords in measures 42-43. After 
the climactic peak, both instruments begin a quick descent in measures 44-47, the texture 
thinning out into solo violin (measure 46) before the last section.  
 In the third section (measures 48-61), the musical texture is reminiscent of the 
first section, though only fragments of the melody come back. Playing accented notes 
sliding back and forth between minor seconds and major seconds, the muted violin is 
required to “loosen bow hair completely” to play col legno but “warmly” in the strong 
dynamic f (Example 4.11). Accompanied by soft circling notes from the piano, the music 
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fades into an open fifth from the violin’s left-hand pizzicato G and the last held 





The three works discussed in this dissertation reflect different approaches to 
incorporating traditional Chinese musical material within the largely Western-derived 
language of music for the violin. Inner Mongolia Suite (1937) by Ma Sicong represents 
an early exploration in musical synthesis employing eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
European compositional techniques. Romance and Dance (1999) by Chen Yi and Three 
Fantasies (2006) by Bright Sheng exemplify the divergent styles of the New Wave 
Chinese composers.  
The incorporation of folk music material is more direct in Ma, in whose music the 
quotes of folk song melodies are featured as the main theme of every movement. In the 
music of Chen and Sheng, folk melodies are not quoted, but instead these composers 
have constructed original melodies based on pitch material exemplified in folk sources. 
For example, the second movement of Chen adopts pitch material from the labeled 
melody The Night Deepens, where the melody only appears in its entirety once in the 
beginning before being subsequently deconstructed and developed motivically. 
Compared to Ma’s abundant superimposition of pentatonic melodies over mostly 
functional harmony, Chen and Sheng have clearly moved further away from tonality, 
embracing dissonant harmonies and multi-tonalities. In addition, Chen and Sheng both 
placed great emphasis on the manipulations of timbres and rhythms, such as in the 
emulation of two Chinese instruments in the first movement of Chen, as well as the 
extended techniques evoking respective regional timbres in the second and third 
movements of Sheng.  
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 In the past, these composers and their works have often been associated with 
musical exoticism.215 Since then, the perspective on exoticism has changed dramatically, 
shifting from Orientalist borrowings by European composers to an attitude of greater 
respect for cultural integrity; regardless, elements of colonialism still persist in the 
discourse of exoticism.216 Since the 1950s, ethnomusicologists have published many 
studies of cross-cultural music, which blends the musical elements and aesthetic concepts 
of multiple cultures. From these studies, a plethora of concepts, such as confluence, 
transculturalism, syncretism, and acculturation, have transpired to address the 
ideological, cultural, and aesthetic aspects of cross-cultural musical phenomena.217 
Among these concepts, Homi Bhabha’s proposition of a “third space” from postcolonial 
studies offers a meaningful way of understanding the musical hybridity in these 
compositions. Both Chinese and Western cultures are the foundations of the musical 
synthesis, yet the sources and influences of their inspirations create a cultural “third 
space,” an in-between space both representative of and distinct from either cultural 
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Compared to technical challenges such as intonational, stylistic, and ensemble 
issues one might encounter in performing these Chinese-inspired pieces, more difficulty 
lies in musical interpretation. Just as one can learn from relevant treatises and period 
instruments in historically informed performance, performers of these Chinese-Western 
hybrid pieces can gain authenticity of performing these pieces through acquiring an 
understanding of Chinese musical traditions and aesthetic concepts. In discussing Chou 
Wen-Chung’s music, Peter Chang defines Chou as a “cultural broker,” who brings two 
disparate cultures together, preserving and transforming both into a new entity with a 
broader appeal.219 Similarly, performers of Western music that incorporates Chinese 
musical elements can advocate and mediate for both musical cultures in performance by 
weaving their own understanding into the musical synthesis. 
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